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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Language is the all-encompassing term used in many places and 
having various denotations. For this reason language has uses, too. 
Oral language is used as a principal factor to determine cultural dis-
advantage and is the primary medium of instruction in the school setting. 
Language operates as the intangible aspect in measurements of intelli-
gence. The term 'language development' is used whenever one refers to 
the merits of federally funded preschool projects and is accepted without 
definition while the counter term 'linguistics' brings confusion in the 
mind of many classroom teachers and administrators. Commercial materials 
carry the label "linguistic method" or a "language development program" 
for a specific population. For educators 'language' is a loose, all-
powerful term which needs to be limited in meaning to a specific set of 
principles. 
THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to construct a validation study of a 
locally devised language inventory designed to measure the child's lin~ 
guistic abilities. This inventory was developed in response to the need 
for a sound, theory-based examination which would give an accurate measure 
of language. Validating an instrument can be described as an attempt to 
give meaning to a test by noting the ability of that test to produce 
different results in scores when applied to different kinds of people. 
1 
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For example, the Stanford-Binet Intelligence test is valid because it 
produces higher scores for children who can learn easily in school than 
it does for those children who find academic learning to be difficult. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Some terms will be used repeatedly throughout the paper, others 
lend general information to the subject. The validation of an inventory 
should begin with an agreement on 'construct' and 'validate' to orient 
the reader to the basic plan of the paper. 
Construct. According to one source,l construct means "to form by 
putting together parts; build; frame; devise. A complex image or idea 
formed from a number of simpler images or ideas." The use of construct 
in the form of a question shows its application in a sentence. 'What 
factors or constructs account for variability in test scores?'2 
Validation. The term validate means "to make valid; substantiate; 
confirm • • • to give official sanction, confirmation or approval to, as 
documents".J In the chapter on validity, Kerlinger refers to four types 
of validity: "predictive, concurrent, content, and construct". 4 These 
two terms, construct and validation, adequately explain this paper as it 
is a description of a language inventory by putting together many sub-
studies for verification of both a theory and the instrument designed to 
!Jess Stein, (ed.), The Random Bouse Dictionary of the English 
Language (New York: Random Bouse, 1966). 
2Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964) p. 448. 
3 Stein, op. cit., p. 1578. 
~erlinger, op. cit., P• 445. 
-" 
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substantiate t1u~ observable aspects of that theoey. Tbat is, eonstJ:uet 
va.lida.tiort 19 t.lle. verification of salec;ted types or sources of variability 
in test; scores. 
l:~nsu.aae.. A btoa.d definition of lan,suage. is na structured system 
of arbitrary voca.i, graphic and gestured symbols whieh is used in :t.nter ... 
personal cotllll1un:Lca.tion and which catalogs the things, events, snd pro-
cesses of human comm.uniea:tion".s A very different definition comes ft'oro. 
the f':leld of linguists, "A. language :J.s in fact a very complicated mecha-
nism for the productio11 of eetlteneea. n6 Chomsky expands this by ata,ting, 
"The principles of sentence formation and intexpretatation formulated in 
a grammar are those that must be presupposed to aocou~t for the actual 
use of language•"' FroJil comtllun:ication to grammar, this helps to point 
out what happens when two people talk about 'language • without ptio:r 
discussion of its meaning t() thenh Chapter 2 will present a clearer ex-
planation of the fundamentals of language as they will be used in the 
inventory. 
Granunar. As with the tenu 'language' , grammar has many meanings. 
Bach reviews uses as follows: 
• • • stamtn.a.r is used in ~!Several different senses. It 
may mean a particular kind of book, a text boo~ for learning 
a language, or a reference book for looking up various potnts 
of usage. It 'llmY tn.ean the system of a language• the underly:Ltlg 
regularities obeyed by ~!Speakers of the language. Or it may 
5Conttllittee on Language Developmetlt and Disorders •. ullepott", 
;Journal of t.h,e ~rlean SA?wetolJ., .~4. ~~.al:'taa .A~~og.~~Mo!!• July, 196 7, p ~·273. 
6JJaul Robetttii, Model:'n Gtannnar (New York: Iia:teourt, Brace & 
World, 1968); lh 1.. · · 
7Noan\ Cb.omsky, "lntr()duet:i()u", JSnal,:l.$11 s;;:nt.~,Jt , Paul Roberts, 
author, (alternate edition, New York: Harcourt, Brace & Wo:r:ld, lnc., 1964), 
P• x. 
-----~ ~----~ 
I! 
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aesn a aeries of statements or formulas describing this under-
lying structure, in short, a theory about languaae.a 
4 
Grammar •• it ia u1ecl in this paper follows the more liaited definition 
of Koutaou4as. 
A arammar is a finite set of rules which enumerates (or 
aenerates) an infinite number of aramaatlcal (or well-formed) 
sentences of a languaae q.d no ungrammatical ones and asaiau 
to each sentence generated ite proper structural description.' 
This concept of gramaar is expanded into the theory presented in Chapter 
Lineistica. From the writings of Lamb, linp:f.stics is " ••• 
the scientific study of language.; Such study may concentrate on the 
sounds of language (phonology), the origin sad changing meaning of words 
(etymolOfJ1 and semantics), or the arrangements of words :1n meall:l.llgful con-
text in diffet."ent laaguages (syntax-stnctural or transformational 
srammar)."lO 
Standard En&l1ah. According to the Dictionan: of Linl!!iatics, 
standard Inglish is "that dialect of a language which has gained literary 
and cultural supremacy over the other dialects and is accepted by the 
speakers of the other dialects as the 11.0st proper form of the language. nll 
Preschool. The term 'preschool' :I.e aenerally thought of as a 
prograa for three and four year old Children with the majority in the four 
8a.mon Bach, At1 Introduction to Tranafdt1118tional GratDIIlars (New 
York• Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. !964), P• 4. 
9Andraas Koutaouclas, ~d.tiy Trana,formational Grammarsc An 
Introduction (New Yorke McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1966), p. 4. 
10Poae Lamb, Linpistics in Prol!er Perspective (Columbu.a, Ohiot 
Charles E. Merrill Pub. co., 1967), p. 4. 
1~rio A. Pei end if. Gaynor. A Dictionarz of Linguistics New 
Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co. 1967) 1 p. 203. 
--- _---===------ -==._::-h 
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year old category.. In -some states w~:re. the k:l:ndergarten is not. part: of 
the school system, pre&ehool incorporates the children of kindergarten 
age. In San Joaq,uin County, California, kindergat:tens are part of the 
school sequence and therefore, preschool does not for this paper include 
those children. As a distinction, 'ea~rly childhood • education focuses on 
the ages ()f three to seven. 
DEDUCED CONSEQUENCES 
It is a fact that language is basic to the development of academ• 
ic skills and if readiua and writing are the tools to develop academic 
skills, then the Language Inventory (LX) should predict later achievement 
in reading and Wl'iting.,. On a sbol:'t-tem basis, then, the Ll should also 
differentiate between groups of ch:tldren who are in differing etagee of 
readiness for learning the basic reading and writing skills. 
NEED 
"Verbal and reasoning abilities - which may be. combined under the 
general nubrie of ability to matd.pulate sytttbols ... have bElen found to be 
the major factor in academic achievement throughout the school years-
Thus, from the point of view of success in school. the disadvNttaged 
children are retarded most in tbe areas that count the most."l2 The 
relationship between social, personal, and ec.onond.c. success in life, and 
one's ability to handle the dominant l:l.ngu:lstic fotm of the culture has 
been mentioned by many writers in education, psychology and sociology, 
l2carl Bere:tter and Siegfried Engelmann. Teaching Disadvantase~ 
qh:tl~re~ i~ th~~reocboo~ (New Jerseys P~entice Ua1l, Ine. 1966), p. 5, 
6 
~~~~- that the idea has becoma commont>lace. Lack ot! social mobility;; personal 
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dissatisfaction with one't~~ life and work,' economic deprivation all have 
been 'repeatedly related to :l;nab:tU.ty to use the~ couunon cultural medium of 
~xahange 'language' in a re1at1.vely unifotm way • 
California initiated its new program of Englioh as a separate 
subject ~d.th emphasis on thoroughn$ss,. aeoording to the Education. Code. 
in the fall, of 1968 \d. thin the state public school system.l3 The empha-
sis w·as on spoken t-ather than written language and tlle relation of 
concept formation to U.nguistic structures. 'rha relation: betw'een suc:eeas 
:t.n completing the school career and the ability to llandle ,the Standard 
English has been confirmed by many sources. 
n1e greatest deficit, and threat to acadetn:l.c achievement, 
of the disadvantaged child is his retardation in tbe development 
of language and conceptual skills .;14 · ~ 
·'Cultural disadvantage' bas become the common euphemism for 
minority children's trouble$ in school but many educators nol9 
maintain their mai.n disadvantage is verbal, t:'l.ot eultural.l5 
• • • dialect ... spe.ak:f.ng Negro childxan have to spend most 
of their energy overcoming deviations which white ch:t.ldren never 
encoun. ter • 16 · · 
For these reasons it :l.s v;l.tally important that a precifi;'ie measure 
of children•s language perfotmanee and competenc$ be available to assess 
the particular language deficites in a diagnostic manner ao that the 
l3California State Department of E4uoat1on. Enal1$h k~nauaa~ 
Vr~wo~k fo~ C$,li~.O?;,n:I.S: Public, .Schoola (Sacramento, California: 
Offi.ce o£ State l?rintins• 1968), P• 8. 
14Robert L. Politzer, Jto_pe:tan I~!nm!a&~ L•$rn:l.;ng: , A Lingt~istio 
In~.roduotion (New Jersey• Prentice-Hall; 1966). 
15un:tveraity of California, "Different nut Equal", A Special Re-
port to tt1e Regents of the University of California. (May, 1968) • P• 12. 
16Un:l.vers1ty of California; loa. cit. 
~ 
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7 
classroom teacher can systematically present remedial and entichment 
curriculum to begin to r~duce the language diffe~ences. This describes 
the beginnings of a symbol-11UU1ipulat:ion curriculum, the mastery, .of which 
should allow many children to move With mote ease into 41\d thtough the 
learning of the traditional academic skills. 
UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS 
Some underlying assumptions of importance to this paper are 
listed as.followst 
1. Mastery of language from the language arts view is both the spoken 
and written form. 
2.. Writing is a reflection of spoken langul!\ge, (The system of writing 
refers "to a system of conventions in the use of certain symbols as the 
basic signals in a eode.")l7 
3. Reading is the process of decoding the graphemic symbols into 
phonemes. 
4. 
s .. 
Schools provide speaking models and standards :Ln English. 
Teachers are the pr:Lm$ty speech models of the school, 
6. The language spoken by the teachets.of the schools is the prestige 
dialect of the given region and is usually the closest to standard 
English,l8 
7. Some Afro~Amarican students do not speak standard gngl:tsh.l8 
s. Some Cauoas:tan~American students do not speak standard English~l8 
9. Some Me:dcan-American students do not speak standard English.,l8 
17n .• A. Gleason, Jr., An Introduqt:ton, ,to pescrtptive,,L~nSY:ist:l.c~ 
(Revised Edition, New York: Holt, llinehat-t & Winston. 1961) • P• 408. · 
18See the definition of standard English• P• 4 text. 
----------n 
----------~ 
-. 
tJ 
----,-, 
A. A l$:nguagll! :t.nveitt.ory test should dit'fet"etitlate between 
Childxen who have had diffet::tng pt'ograms of education, 
·l.h A language inventory test shoul.d diffeteut:f.ate between' 
children having difteritl.g cultural, soC:l.al, or ethnic baekerounds .. 
c. 'A language inventory teBt should not. differend.ate betWeen 
boys and girls. 
:o, · A :Language inventory test should· be closely telated 'to 
scores obtained 'ti.-om other pto\ren·'aeh:t.evement ... related t$sts. 
E. A 'ial)guage in1lentch:y test shouid 'be a reliab;t.e instrument 
when used in the field of early.childll()od education. 
8 
- __________________ __j 
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Chapter 2 
THEORY AND RATIONALE 
The study of human speech as conceived in traditional departments 
of Speech in American Universities bas been influenced very little by 
linguistic science. This is regrettable inasmuch as linguistics deals 
primarily with the systematic analysis of facts of speech. Phonology has 
been perhaps one of those provinces of linguistics that bas called the 
attention of the speech therapist, probably because it offers logical ex-
planation to the frequently intricate realm of articulatory phonetics. 
The field of linguistic science was explored in order to develop 
a testing instrument according to which trends of human speech, language, 
could be detected; both on a developmental stage as well as in its mature 
functioning. After exploring the province of structural linguistics as 
postulated by American Scholars (Boas, Sapir, Bloomfield, Hachet, z. 
Harris, Gleason and others) it was decided not to accept their approach . 
to language analysis. It is true that descriptive linguistics has auf-
ficient descriptive power to categorize linguistic units in terms of item 
arrangement or process, but it lacks to some extent the explanatory pmter 
to show the generative process of syntatic units. These units are most 
observable in the sentence, inasmuch as we talk in well formed formulated 
sentences all the time; therefore, the research centers on the field of 
generative-transformational grammar. The generative-transformational 
theory of language permits one to find out whether the language competence 
and performance expected in a given population was already sufficient to 
9 
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10 
explain developmental tJ:ends :l.n the uny 4ialects of EngliSh. 
Since the terms "aeneJ:ative" and "tr..,fortnationaltt lend thea-
selves to various interpretations- the tem 'tranafotraatione' •*)lave been 
defined as those procesaea which eonveJ:t deep structures into tnte~ed:late 
and/or aurface atructurea. ul The structure of a trana,format:tonal gl!'UIIIar 
emerges between two facta of human speech; (1) competence, (2) perfor-
mance, which are the fun4amental d:f.atlnctiou between knowleda• all4 
behavior. "Performance 11m1tat1ona impose a coutJ:aint on our ability to 
uee the iuf:tnite luauage we know • "2 In other wor4s peJ:fonance .limita-
tions, such as memory, severely haaper one's infinite knowlectae of lan-
guage namely oue 'a courpetence. 
A transtormational arammar poatul•tea the existence of a 4eep 
structure and a surface structure. It is by weans of varioqa processes 
of transformations that a deep structure becomes surface structure; i.e., 
iuto an observable fom. It was precisely in thta observable foa that 
the inventory could be developed. Further, it was 1il the generative-
transformational model that both the explanatory and descriptive powers 
were found. 
This chapter contains the outlined theoretical prtnciples uae4 in 
constructing the t.ansuaae Inventory (LI) • Both language and grammar were 
defined in Chapter 1; language be1us foraulatiou and interpretation of 
sentences aad arammar, the finite aet of rules which generates an infinite 
set of sentences. 'to expand the theoretical framework of the LI 4eftnl-
1aodel'ick Jacobs and Peter &oaeubaWil• Bual:lsh Tref~rmational 
Grammar (Walth•• Maaeachuaettst Bld.sdell Publishing Compauy, 1968), p.23. 
2xbtd •• P• 268-269. 
----- -- -- --~ 
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tiona of sentence, string and rule were necessary. 
Jacobs ancl Rosenbaum wrote, uA sentence is a stwtns of word•, but 
not every atwing of words is a sentence .. n3 They presented four sldlla 
used in perceiving sentences, which are the following: 
1. "the ability to distiuauish between the gl'aaat:l.cal 
and ungr81111Datieal stJ:ings of a potentially :l.slfin1te set of 
utterances," 
2. "the ability to interpret certain grammatical strinsa 
even though elements of the interpretation may not be physically 
present in the string," 
3. "the ability to perceive ambiguity :l.n a gr811l1Utical 
etring," 
4. "the 4 ability to perceive when two 01: more attiuga are aynonymoua "" 
Koutsouclas expla:l.u 'atr:lng' in the following mannel': 
A string is one or aore concatenated (i.e.. strung together) 
vocabulary symbols ••• e.g. Name +Verb ancl Bill+!!!,+ John. 
Bach vocabulary symbol in a atl':l.ng is said to bJ an element in 
the string and to represent a bit of structure. 
He follows the aef:lnition of 'string' with 'rule': 
A rule is considered an inatJ:Uct:lon to rewrite one string 
(or twO"S'trinsa •••• ) aa auotber atr:lnga •·&• s-~n + VP, 
where the arrow stanas for 'J:ewrite'. 6 
!hese definitions constitute part of the theoretical base for 
the LI. Gramaar as defined contains the following structural levels of 
representation' 
3Ibid. • P• 3. 
4Ib1d., p. 7. 
A. Syntatic 
1. Phrase Structure Rules 
2. Traosformatioul Rules 
~utsoudas, op. cit., p. S. 
6Ibid. 
- ~--- -~ ---
-- - -
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B. Phonoloaioal 
1. Phonological Rules 
' Tbeae rules a~e incorporated in the model of aenerative-ttanaformational 
arammar as follows: 
Table 1 
Organizational MOdel of Generative-Transformational Grammar 
Phrase Structure 
Level 
I 
Specif:tes 
Rules which generate 
the sentence 
I p ... aules 
I B.ewrite Rules ... 
h:ample: 
s~NP + VP 
Grammar 
I (Jinite aet of rules for 
an infinite set of sentences.) 
I 
Transformational Gre:mmat 
---
Transfowmational 
·Structure Level 
I Specifies rules 
which transform 
the baatc sentence 
into other sentences 
I 
r--~T ... Rules 
(from P•Mark.ere) 
~Obligatory Optional 
~Make Transformational history • A structural description 
Jlistory 
Phonoloaical Component 
Specifies wles 
which assip to 
the sentence its 
proper pronunclatioa 
I Ph•Rules 
I 
Obligatory 
uae of morphemes 
for 
tease 
I 
number 
I 
· plurality 
From the preceediD& co.prebens:l.ve •odel, comes an example of a 
simplified grammar. 
1. Sentence----..... )oNoun Phrase+ Verb Phrase 
_§ 
------- --------;.;; 
a 
------------- n 
--------------
... 
-----·· 
'" 
------~ 
2. Noun Phrase--------~ Determiner + Noun 
3. Determiner---------~ Article 
4. Article---~-------~ Definite 
Non-definite 
.5. Noun----------)> Count+ (plural) 
6. Verb Phrase--------)> Tense + Verbal 
7. Tense--------~-----)> Present 
8. Verbal------------~ Vi (Verb intransitive) 
9. Non-definite------~ a 
10. Count--------------)o boy, girl, dog, cat, train, • • • 
11. Vi-----------------~ run, sleep, walk, jum~, • • • 
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From this grammar many sentences may be generated auch as: The boy runs • 
The derivation of the sentence: The boy runs, is presented in the follow-
ing manner: 
(1) NP + VP 
(2) Det. + N + VP 
(3) Det. + N + Tense + V 
(4) the + N + Tense + V 
(5) the + boy + Tense + V 
(6) the + boy + present + V 
(7) the + boy + present + run 
The last line of the derivation is the string which produced the sentence: 
The boy runs. Since the LI included a limited number of sentences, it was 
more expedient to use tree diagrams in order to show the Phrase rules 
that generated a particular sentence. The derivation of the preceding 
sentence could be shown also using the' tree diagram method: 
---
--------------
- --- --:....: 
--
--- --n 
------
r! 
-------- w 
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s 
VP 
~ Tenae Verbal 
the + boy + present + run 
(The .!. ia supplied to Nn, when the pbouoloatcal rule is applied to the 
ve~b usini the morph~e aubclaee -z3 .)7 
The main goal of the LI wu to find out what rules we~e alna4y 
in eaietence in a atven population. These ftn41nae we~e expected to show 
not only how children produce th• but also how they 11\terpret tbn when 
produced by adults or other children. The vocabulary was not gtven any ' 
particular atteatton because of the main concern tn detectina the 4egt"ee 
of linguistic maturity in terms of competence and performance aa shown by 
the manipulation of rules, 
The aentences used in the LI were written from the following 
single srammar of Enslisha 
Table 2 
Gramaar Used to Produce the Sentence• in the Ll 
1. Sentence-.... - ...... ---+ Noun Phrase+ Verb Phrase 
2, Noun Phra••-----+ Determiner + Noun 
3. Noun----... _ ... __ .,. Count (singular., plu~al) 
Non-count 
4. Ve-rb Phraae--+ Awd.liary +Verbal 
Auxiliary + be + Patt Participle 
1oleason, op. ctt., P• 103. 
==---=-=----===-::0: 
----, 
- ----
-
---
- ---:=j 
Table 2 (continued) 
5. Auxiliary-------~ Tense + MOdel 
6. Tense--------~ present, past 
7. Model---------)' will, 0, be + ing 
8. Verbal-----------~ Verb-intransitive + Past Participle 
Verb-intransitive + Adverb-place 
Verb-transitive + Noun Phrase 
Verb-transitive + Noun Phrase + Verb Phrase 
9. Past Participle--~ Preposition + Noun Phrase 
10. worm, rock, dog, bush, boy, face, leaf, bird, nest, branch, wasp, spider web, 
toad, bug, turtle, hole, fish, cheese, 
girl, butterfly, man, bone, ground 
corn, dish 
11. Determiner-----). the, 0 
12. Vi---------------~ crawl, play, sit, stand 
13. Vt------~--~---~-~ build, see, bring, dig, catch, 
want, leave 
14. Preposition------~ over, behind, in, under 
15. Adverb-place-----~ here 
Apply successively the following rules: 
T-Relative, Deletion 
15 
The final string from above was included with the following phrase rules: 
1. Sentence--------~ Noun Phrase + Verb Phrase 
2. Noun Phrase------~ Determiner + Noun 
3. Noun~~~--~-~~-~~ Count (singular, plural) 
4. Verb Phrase-----~ Auxiliary + Verbal 
s. Auxiliary-------~ Tense + MOdel Tense + have + Participle + Model 
6. Tense------------• present; past 
7. Model-----------~ be+ ing be going to 
--
-------------------:--1 
---- ---------- -
-:==j 
s. Verbal-~---~----~--~ 
9. Determiner---------)-
10. Vt----~--~~~----~-~ 
Table 2 (continued) 
Vt + Noun Phrase 
the, some,three 
take, find, want, eat, get, 
lose, bring 
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When the phonological rules were applied to the strings generated 
by these rules, the fifteen sentences in the LI were produced. 
Any theory of language would be incomplete without reviewing the 
overall spectrum of language universals. Chomsky in a series of lectures 
at the University of California spoke of language universals in the follow-
ing manner: 
In practice, the linguist is always involved in the study 
of both universal and particular grammar. When he constructs 
a descriptive, particular grammar in one way rather than another 
on the basis of what evidence he has available, he is guided, 
consciously or not by certain assumptions as to the form of 
grammar, and these assumptions belong to the theory of universal 
grammar. Conversely, his formulation of principles of universal 
grammar ~ust be justified by the study of their consequences when 
applied in particular grammars. Thus, at several levels the 
linguist is involved in the construction of explanatory theories, 
and at each level there is a clear psychological interpretation 
for this theoretical and descriptive work. At the level of 
particular grammar, he is attempting to characterize knowledge 
of a language, a certain cognitive system that has been developed 
- unconsciously, of course - by the normal speaker-hearer. At 
the level of universal grammar, he is trying to establish certain 
general properties of human intelligence. Linguistics, so 
characterized, is stmply the subfield of psychology that deals 
with these aspects of mind.a 
Since the scope of this paper does not include the presentation of various 
8Noam Chomsky, Language and Mind (San Francisco: Harcourt, Brace & 
World, Inc., 1968), P• 24. 
--·--"--" 
~ 
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theories of grammar and their relationship to thinking, an extensive dis-
cussion concerning this matter will be excluded. The use of Roberts' 
idea of generative-transformational grammar is an explanation of the 
manipulation of symbols only and therefore has its limitations. Since a 
mental process cannot be observed there is one way open to the researcher 
namely; language behavior, which can be described or used diagnostically 
to postulate a mental process behavior. Behavioral psychology bases the 
learning of language on pure experience in a given environment, where as 
the mentalistic approach to language learning postulates acquisition of 
generative rules at a very early age.9 "The process of normal language 
learning being, unconscious, we have absolutely no ideas about the form 
of grammars, though we have clear ideas about the forms of sentences which 
grammars· account for.ulO The meaning transmitted is that the grammars 
are established and analysed after the sentences have been produced. The 
question remains, 'What are exactly those rules that generate the sen-
tences that children use in the English language?' The creation of the 
LI was for the purpose of answering such questions. 
The rationale, rules and diagrams for each sentence developed for 
the LI are presented in the Appendix. The information was based upon the 
theory as it was presented in this Chapter. 
9Paula Menyuk, Sentences Children Use (Cambridge: The M.I.T. 
Press, 1969) 
lOpaul Kiparsky, "Linguistic Universals and Linguistic Changen, 
Universals in Linguistic Theo!f (E. Bach & R. Harms, editors. San Fran-
cisco: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968), p. 172. 
--------- _,_, 
------------ _....., 
----- --------- -= 
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Chapter 3 
DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 
Si11.a.~ lauguagfll is one of the major distinctions s4'parat:f.ng, those 
classified as culturally disadvantaged and· those of the dominant society, 
the urgent need for adequate measures of language differences is obvious. 
Any tlleasure of this kind needs to be definitive, to give clues as to areas 
of remediation and enriehmet1t, and to guide program development for select 
populations. Secondly, the measure should serve aa a means o£ checking 
the value of the transformational linguistic theory presented. 
Chapter 1 pointed out the general way that language is used and· 
the need for a precise description of language. Chapter 2 presented tbe 
linguistic theory lvhich is now being introduced to education through the. 
linguistic approach to English, spelling and reading. A diagnostic and 
predictive tool is a necessary part of the theory-curriculum component of 
education~ l<Jit.hout such a measure, the educational picture would not 1:>0 
complete. This study was established to validate the Language Inventory, 
to evaluate specific federally funded programs in Stockton Unified School 
District and to verify the validity of the linguistic theory presented. 
Included in this chapter is tbe study design, subject selection, 
subject description, instrument criteria, instrument design, inatruro.ent 
administration, data collection, internal and Em.terna1 validity • and 
description of studies. 
18 
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STUDY DESIGN 
The validation study encompasses many substudies in order to gain 
:Lnfot'lllation from various vantage points. 'the followinf$ table presents an 
overview of all of the populationf/.1 used in the various substudie.s. 
Table 3 
Multiple. :Oesig11 Using Various . Populations 
Population 
by schools 
Garfield 
Fair Oaks 
Van Buren 
Taft 
Nightengale 
p 
K 
p 
K 
F 
p 
K 
F 
! _, 
!!ru!. Title ! liunde.d Schools ... !dvantaaed 
A.B.c. Nursery Sch. 
John .Adams 
John Adams 
Title 1 Funded Schools - }follow Th,!ou.at,. 
Garfield 
Fair Oaks 
Van Duren 
1 w•t • ·.)'1 n, 1 .r. i; .. r u· 1 
Treatment 
nereiter-
Engelmall.n 
Lan.guage 
Program 
Team Teaching 
Traditional 
Traditional 
Ttaditiona.l 
Traditional 
Tracl.i tional 
Traditional 
Traditional 
Trad1tiot1al 
Traditional 
'.Ct'aditional 
PJZeschool Exp. 
Preschool Exp. 
Preschool Exp. 
l?os:ttest 
p 
IC 
p 
It 
F 
K 
F 
K-F 
~ 
-=-= ..... 
, 
- --=-------:_-- ----=--ii 
-
- - ------------- M 
--- ---
.:..___:__:_:__··_-----:-=------~ 
.I 
-
;, 
;:__-_.--- 0--;;;;il 
________ =:_,j 
. . . 
--~ 
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In the preceeding tablE!, the symbols were as follows: P•l?reschool, 
.~ereiter-Enaelmann ~ansuage Progr~ 
. . . . 
'.Che objectives of this program are best explained by this state-
ment: 
Two possible. strategies • • • suggested for producing the 
necessary learning in the limited time available: (1) uverbal 
bombardment, 11 which consists of eranuning an extl:'aordinary amount 
of teac.her~direeted verbal experience into each class period; 
and (2) direct instruction, consisting of deliberately planned 
leasons involving demonstrations, drill, exercises. problems, 
and the like.l 
'.Chis program was in its first year at Garfield when the cl1ildren w·ere. 
given the Language Inventory. 
Tt'aditional 
The label refere to the traditional curr:l.culum presented in the 
field of pr:l.tnary and 11.ursery school education.. The traditional nursery.,. 
school curriculum has a primary social and emotional orientation with 
learning coming from an e~erimental mode$ rather than a structured direct 
teaching approach. 
Team 'reachina 
Four first grade classes were combined and then grouped according 
to·ability levels in different: academic a:reae~. The facilities were two 
classrooms and a large hall or converted auditorium. the children moved 
freely from room to room, teacher to teacher~ from one activity period to 
the next. 
·-------··-
------ --==--=-----=:-::_~-----H 
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SUBJECT SELECTION 
The subjects were ~eleeted w:f.th the help of Mr~ James ShannQn, 
Research Directot< for th~ Stoa~ton Unified School Diat:t7ict. (See Table 
3.) In the pres1bnce of the expe:dmenter, Mr. Shatu.1on called ea,eh prinei-
pal of the participating aehools. He explained in his call that there 
would be an experimental examination in language administered in the 
school, tllat it would be given by an experimenter not requiring teacher 
time, and that space in or near the room would be needed. The principals 
were asked to select the grades and the tt\lachers they wished to have par ... 
ticipate in the study. ll'tr .. Shannon further explained an examiner would 
follow up the. call with a per;sonal appointment to discuss the testi~g 
arri;Ulgements and dates involved. 
Within the week~ the examiner contacted each principal by tela~ 
' phone for an appointment. During the interview with each principal :in his 
school:~ a room l..ras arranged, dates &td times were established and class-
rooms were selected. It was the duty of the principal to inform the staff 
members of the forthcoming testing. Three of the six did inform the 
teachers prior to the arranged test date. 
:E'air Oaks tqaa listed as a classroom but the claas art'angement was 
on paper only. The children, equivalent to four traditional classes, were 
grouped and regrottped continuously throughout the day according to their 
academic abilities in a given subject area. Every fifth child from the 
composite list was selected. The teache'J:'s showed concern that in all 
cases, the very lmv children had been chosen in the selective process. 
This list was dismis$ed and the children were selected on the basis of 
seven high, middle and low performance in the classroom setting, It was 
--·-~----
-- -- --- --·- --
~ 
__________ ;..,:; 
"" 
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~ 
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learned later that several ehildrett from the h:l.gh group 'tlfare bussed in QU 
a voluntary integration plan. They were not included in Fair Oaks 
population. 
1~e advantaged nursery population, Table 3. was from A.n.c. 
Nursery School, Mrs. Ida Brooks, Director; and the advantaged kind~rgar* 
ten and first grades were from John Adams elementary sel~ool which was 
suggested by Mr. Sl1annon to be representative of Stockton's advantaged 
population by area and by reading scores collected by tll.l\l school tU.striet. 
'l"'he follow through population, Table 3, was selected from the pre ... 
school records of June, 1968 and June, 1967. The kindergarten and first 
grade children tested were checked in these files to find those chtld~en 
who l1ad prior preschool e~perienoe. 
SUBJECX DESCRIPTION 
Th.e subjects selected had the following description by category: 
Gradel=ill?re.school, Kindergarten, llirst; Program=Title I, Non Title I; 
Population•Advantaged, Disadvantaged. Othe~ details are presented by 
these categories in the following table. 
Table 4 
Description of Disadvantaged Population 
Preschool Kinderga:rten First Grade 
'.£-1* Non T-I* T""I Non 'J: ... I T-l Non T-·I 
Sex __ ... 
.Males 9 2 19 10 16 9 
Females 7 1 16 5 20 4 
Preschool 
EJtperience .:u 3~ 
-
9 
;_] 
- ____ -- ------ - ___ ,a 
-----------------... 
--
--- ---- --- -- -- f1 
---------
- ---- --~ 
____ .. 
.. 
-- ""i 
=------=-=-----=--==-=-------==-~ 
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Table 4 (continued) 
*T•I • Title I; Non T-I = Non Title I. 
The next Table presents the description of the advantaged popula-
The numbers repr~sent the postta$t period only as in contract with 
Table 4 where the numbers represented the same children both pre and poat. 
Table 5 
Description of Advantaged Population 
.._. 
Preschool Kindergarten First Grade 
Sex 
-Males 10 10 7 
Females 9 10 12 
· Ethnic 
Mexican-American 1 0 0 
Caucasian 18 18 18 
Other (Oriental) o· 2 l 
In soJne of the substudies, the scores of the Oriental children 
were not used since they exhibited some of the same language differences 
as the disadvantaga(t children. 
--
--- -------- ---.,.., 
---------
---------==< 
1 
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INSTRUMENT CRITERIA 
None of the existing language instruments have met the require-
ments needed for an effective evaluation of children's linguistic 
abilities. The instrument must be based upon the following criteria: 
1. A sound theory of language. 
2. Specific items to cover the major points of the linguistic theory. 
24 
3. Repetition of certain basic theoretical points so that a pattern may 
be established. 
4. A rationale for every item in the examination. 
5. A culture free vocabulary. 
6. An easily identifiable set of stimulus items. 
7. Economic directions so that a teacher could administer the inventory 
to her students. 
8. A scoring design adaptable to data processing cards for record keep-
ing and storing, and for analysis. 
9. A short administration time to eliminate fatigue. 
10. Continuity for .the purposes of diagnosis, and design of remediation 
or curriculum, to meet the children's needs. 
INSTRUMENT DESIGN 
The complete rationale as written for this instrument (LI) is in 
Appendix A. Briefly, the examination is based upon Roberts' theory of 
transformational grammar ·iSS presented in Chapter 2. The format was in a 
series of fifteen sentences, Appendix B. Each sentence was carefully pre-
pared according to certain rules of the grammar. There were five kernel 
sentences and ten transformed sentences. Each sentence was divided into 
-~------------
--.g 
6 
~ 
- - -----=-=-==-=-9 
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seven parts. Sections A, n, and c, measure the child's linguistic compe• 
tence while Sections D, E, l!, and G, record the linguistic. pe:rformance 
levels of language. 
Section A covered the child's abilities "1ith noun· phtases, while 
Sections Band C noted his competence in the.verb phtaae port::lorio:t: san ... 
tences. The C section. most often a 110U1l phrase, resembled what ttadi ... 
tionally "1a.s considered the objective poaition in sentences. Sections A, 
n, and C covered the meaning tra.nam.i:tted through the structure of the 
sentence. 
Sectiot\S t>, E, and F of the performance pa1:t measured verb forms 
and morpheme production w~tle G measured the child's ability to handle 
key phonemes of English. 
Th.is pattern was repeated in each of the fifteen set'l.tencea. Th.e 
directions were repeated on every page and the type of response desired 
was given in the answer col.utnn to eliainate, as far as. llOSsible~ a wide 
range of judgements on the.part of the examiners. For this inventory, 
the answers were either right or wrong. lllust1:ations accompanied each 
$£mtenee, Appendix c. The illustJ:ations '"~re colored with crayons, 
covered with acetate an.d bound across the top .. 
INSTRUMMNT ADMINISTRATION 
'£he examiner was seated at the teacher's desk. The. eb:tld was 
either called by name or chosen by the one before him, When the. child ar-
rived at the desk the examiner stated, "Here are some pictures. I am 
going to tell you a story about them and then ask you some questions~n 
Then the examiner began the narration fo-rt the first sentence. •. The child 
stood at the exronine.r's left and loolted at the picture as the examiner 
-·~-- ---------
. -~ 
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stated the stimulus sentence. When the sentence. parts A th~ough G, was 
c.om.pleted, either the examiner or the child would tum the page to the 
next picture. 
At the end of the fifteen sentenees the examinet told the child 
that he did well or was a good child, a positive note of praise on eithe~ 
performance or behavio~:; then the child waa d.ireeted to pick. out $omeone 
else to nsee th~~ p:Lctrurea in the bool(n. The responses Wjare written in 
the examination booklet after each respon$e, part or whole, and later the 
items were scored on data processing cards. 
DATA COLLECTION 
With the e:&eeption of li'a:t.r Oaks first grade, the tests ~4ere ad ... 
ministered in the classroom at the teacher's desk. The speech therapy room 
was used in Fair Oaks. 
The pretesting schedule was established in the last two weeks of 
November and the inventory was administered during the first three weeks 
of December • 1968. 'l'he poatte$t period was the 1nont:h of May and firat week 
of June, 1969. The same order in test schoob was maintaitled 11.1. the post-
test period. 
Data analyzed :Ln this study; other than the LI test scores, was 
gathere<.l in the Preschool Education Office, Stocl\.ton Unified School 
EXTEIU~AL VALIDITY 
Interaction Effect of.Selection Biases 
--..... w ' .. ....... ............. ~ ' :. " ' .·· . •. ' h· •t•- .... , .. ~
The majority of the population was from minority groups and from 
areas of the Stockton Unified School District qualifying for federal funds. 
--- --- ----- ---n 
--------= 
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John Adams and A.n.c. Nursery School represented the dominant population 
of this community. Generalizations must be made on the basis of likeness 
to the characteristics specifically presented in tbis study. 
Interaction Effect of l?,retest,:lng_ 
The ase of the children, time span. and lack of social sensitiv:l-
ty in a testins environment led the examiner to believe tllat thera was 
negligible effect from vretest:b.tg. 
Rea;ctive Ij:f:fects of Jt;xp,er:lm_ental P,r,oeed,u.re,l:i 
The measurement of experimental procedures was confined to the 
study of the curriculum impact on the children~ No devices, additional 
personnel or special curricula were introduced to alert the teachers or 
ch:l.ldren to the study~ 
oop.tetnJ2ora;:Y Jlis ton 
· The children in the disadvantaged population wtare not exposed to 
formalized curriculum \d.th language models other than what the public 
schools were providing for all classes. Each school maintained its own 
instruction and did not mix programs during the pretest - posttest 
interim. 
~ration Processef! 
All children were pretested within three week span of time. Those 
tested first were, insofar as possible, posttested in the same order; The 
time difference between the pretest and posttest was therefore, about the 
same for all ebildten~ The testing was conducted both times in the same 
--~--------
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period of the day.. Most of the preschool and k:i:ndC1ltgarten . progt:ams were 
only three l'u~urs in duration; therefore, there was. a span of three hours 
for both test periods. 
t'Jtet;e.stins ~.roc~dy.,re.s, 
Since the span of time between tbe. pretest, posttest period was 
long for young children, and since tlle test did not require trailling; 
therefore., there was slim chance that the. pretesting would affect the 
postte.st results. 
~~~'lt.t.:~l?>& Ip~ t.~~nff.s. 
Tl'\e instruments and raters remained the. same. for both test 
periods. No rating was involved in the data collection. The anst-1ers 
were either right or wrong according to the sample given in the LI book.-
let. lf the verbal response did not mem.mre the written response then it 
was termed incorrect. Minimal exami~er judgement was involved. Other 
instruments were used for comparative purposes. They were explained with 
each study, 
!!atif!~ical.!Sesression 
Statistical regression as stated by Van Dalen2 was to be expected. 
Regression toward the mean occurs because of random imperfec~ 
tiona in measuring instruments. The less"than-perfect capacity 
of Tl and Tz to measure knowledge will cause a variation of Ss 
performances. Pupils ar$ likely to obtain somewhat similar ·Scores 
on the T1 and T2, but their scores are likely to vary witb.in a 
given range ••• ,3 
2van Dalen, Deobold Ih, YmteratandittS ~Auca,t:f:.onal. Res.earch (New 
Yotkz McGraw-Hill Book. Company, 1966), l.it 250• · 
3tbid. 
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Differential Selection of Subjects 
All three grades were exposed to the school curriculum from Sep-
tember, 1968 to December, 1968 when the pretest was administered. This 
determined their abilities and initial differences. 
Experimental Mortality 
Bach substudy deals with the mortality that existed in each par-
ticular problem. Only those completing both the pre and posttests were 
used in most instances. 
Table 6 
Experimental Mortality 
- . 
/1111!,~ . . ',::ytl '::1 ~ b ~ ~ J: I l l' l -~~#1 School Class Test 
' l.;f ' ' f~v~O 
' ' ' 
Garfield p Pre 17 
Post 18 3 2 
K Pre 18 
Post 15 2 1 
Fair Oaks F Pre 20 
Post 23 2 
Van Buren p Pre 7 2 5 
Post 17 1 2 
K Pre 21 
Post 20 1 
'I! Pre 20 
Post 18 2 
Taft p Pre 5 4 4 
Post 4 2 
K Pre 16 
Post 15 1 
J1 Pre 16 
Post 13 2 1 
Nightengale p Post 18 1 
A.B •. C. N Post 19 
John Adams K Post 20 
F Post 20 
------------------
·-
------
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In a few schools (Example: Van :Buren ... Preschool) there were more chil-
dren in the postteat population. Additional tastswete given when data 
~-1as available from other teet results~ 
Not all o£ Fair Oaks populat::Lon wars used at one time since eome 
of those st1..tdet1ta ~ret:"e bU-!!ised in from other advantaged area111.• This popu ... 
lation shifted :frollt study to. study depending on t1le queet:i,ons. 
The children l7hO moved. to. a neighborhood school late in the study 
were )$.;ept with the original population when ~ound and tested. 01.1ly tbose 
children who moved and were not locatable were sbo\fm in the "moved" 
column. 
Interacti.on of Sej_e,c~:t~n a~fl. 
:Matur~tiop..~. Selection. and 
History; 
Neither the subject$ nor the teachers were aware of the prepost 
design in terms of curriculum content or program effectiveness. No one 
group volunteered for the study. They t..rere chosen by the principal of 
the school and then. their cooperation was tequeeted. 
S~ry of, Ext,ernal ,ap.!l I;t\t!.'tll:al.. 
Y~l.iditx. 
The external and internal validity sections were as a superficial 
view· of the study population as a tothole.. Each of the coJ:~.~ntanta will be 
relevant to the subatudies, some more than others~ The vaJ.idity review 
will serve for the rest of the paper and will not be covered in discussing 
each study separately. 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES 
This section is organized around a series of questions designed to 
- 3 
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QXtract specific areas of knowledge from the data collected. Tl1e areas 
covered will constitute the construct validation of the Language Inven-
tory, hereafter referred to as tbe "LI". 
,9..uestion l~· Will there be a difference between the Ll scores of those 
children who received the Bet'eiter-Engelmann trainu1g and those who did 
not? 
,F.U;FPOse: Validity assessed by changes in performance. 
Table 7 
· Population DescTiption; Question Ill 
,Sc.hool/Gt"a4e !'retest N treatment ! Post test 
Experimental - Garfield Tl n & :e: 'X2 
Preschool E 12 12 E 
Kindergarten 15 15 
Control - Van Buren Tl Trad;. '1'2 
Preschool c 4 4 c 
Kindergarten 20 20 
31 
Since the Bereiter .. Englemann progt'am is a. language based program, 
th.oae children receiving training should show larger Ll score gains tl\an 
those in the traditional progra.ra. These two schools are approximately six 
blocks apart and draw from the same geneTal socio ... economie population~ The 
LI v7as administered to the ohildrtUl in all four classrooms, and two-factor 
analysis of variance was used with ~le collected data. 
guestiQn, 2. l-1:111 there be a difference between the LI scores of those chil-
dren who attended schools receivi11g Title I funds and those who attended 
non Title I funded schools? 
-----~---
-----~ 
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Table 8 
P0pulation Description: Question #2 
:.\'l,t;-)t:.~ 
School/Grade 
B - Garfield 
:Preschool 
Kindergarten 
E - Fair Oaks 
First Grade 
E ... Van Bur$n 
Preschool 
Kinde1:garten 
First Grade 
C - Taft 
Preschool 
Kindergartett 
First Grade 
N Pretest Title I Funds Posttest 
Yes 
U X X 
15 X X 
Yes 
ll X X 
3 
15 
13 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
No 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Federal funds enable the $cbool perfHmnel to serve the uuique nee.da 
of the particular school population. tbe experimental schools (E)~ ware 
selected as be:lng in areas attended by eh:tldren frotn low socio-economic 
homes. It is geniil!rally accepted that la11guase difficulties accompany the 
learnittg problems of these childre1.t. 'fuerefore~ the effects of the 
special instruction at1d staff. training should ~how in the language of the. 
children attending the title I I$C.h.oola, and these children should show 
greater LI scores as e.ompared to tlle c.h:i.ldt'en in the· non Title l school 
after all scores have been adjusted for initial differences. 
All children were given the LI~ The results '<11ere sub1u:ttted to 
analysis of covariance for determination of signi£1c.anca. 
-- - ----- ---- -
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fluest:l.on 3. Will there be a difference between the children who ·received 
preschool education experience and those wh.o did not attend the p1:escb.ool 
programs? 
.Table 9 
J.'opttlation Description~ Que$tion {!3. 
~-·. ...~-' 
-
Grade N Preschool F.xperience , Postt:fi!St 
Kindergarten ~ E 14 Yes X 
Kindergarten ... C 14 .No ~ 
First Grade ... E 15 Yes X 
First Grade ... 0 15 No X 
~I 
Preschool education is an enriched program for disadvantaged four 
year old ahildren, It provides in its curriculum varied experianaesfor 
lau.gu.age developmen.t. The scores on the LI should reflect the previous 
language training in the population that attended the preschool programs. 
All those having preschool experience were selected from tbe total 
disadvantaged population and were randomly matched with those not having 
attended preschool. Analysis of covariance for equal N's t-taa used to 
determine significant differences bettifeen the performances of the groups. 
9.\f.E!l!!tio~ 4. Will there be a dif:feret'tea between the LI scores of Pre ... 
school, Kindergarten, and First Grade children? 
P.ureo.se,: Validity established by gnoup difference. 
-------------- ----
" 
---=-:_:..:_ ___ __::-_ __: __ :_ __ -_-=-
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Table 10 
Population Del)cr::l.ption: Question #4 
.. ' ; : ! , \ : ; : , : ::: :. : ;: {, : · ,;: : : · : ;: :: :: . :. :: :::: : : · : ;:: : ; i l :;; ;; ; ; : :;:: :::t "; ! · :: fl . t : ;c • 
Grade 
Preschool 
Kindergarten 
llirat Grade 
Disadvantaged Advantaged Posttest 
56 
50 
46 
19 
19 
lfJ 
X 
Three natural groups have been created by grade level. Althou~1 
each ·level has a range of responses. the scores should reflect the in-
creases in levels of language development. This question was further 
divided by asking the difference in grade levels of the disadvantaged and 
advantaged population$. l'hare should be a significant difference between 
the. advantaged and disadvantaged populations since so(.d.o ... eaonond.c levels 
are reflected in the linsu:tstie competencies of children. 
A randomized desiW\ analysis of variance was used to determine the 
degree to which the LI scores verifiad the predicted differences. 
.f!l!e.st.i.t?P.~...!i· Will tbere be a difference betwElle.n the LI scores of the dis-
advantaged children as compared with the advantaged childreti of the satU.e 
grade level and city? 
Validity established 'by group difference. 
- ~ 
-_- _o--=--------=------
-
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Table 11 
Population Description: Question 115 
Grade 
Disadvantaged 
Preschool 
Kindergarten 
First Grade 
Advantaged 
Nursery School 
Kindergarten 
First Grade 
N 
19 
so 
41 
19 
20 
26 
'!'otal N 
100 
65 
Post teat 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
35 
___ ........., __ ..,...... _______________________ .. *1 -~ li '· •• , 
The school district maintains that there is no difference in 
staff, schools or equipment from one school population to another, and 
that all are receiv~ag equal education. Assuming this is true. then any 
differences in scores would reflect a differ<JJnce in the lingu:latic sld.lls 
v' of the two populations.. A t-teru; for differences bettteen two independent 
~eans was used to determine the differences if any between the two groups, 
Ruest~o~. &.• Will there be a d:lffer~nae betwee11. the LI scot."es of the Afro-
American, Mexican-Anlerican and Cau¢aeian children? 
·-··------------~ 
--··-· .. -"" 
-·-.---···---~ 
------·-"-'~ 
-·- ---- - -·--·· -· 
-
·--- -· ·-t:; 
-·-------------
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Table 12 
z.::: :: . " : . 
Afro- l1.ex1can ... 
Grade American Caucasian American l'osttEJst 
Preschool 8 4 7 X 
Kindergarten 34 8 8 X 
First Grade ~ ll 13 
--
X 
Total N 65 2S 28 
Many of the Mexican•&nerican children come from bi-lingual homes. 
If they themselves do not upeak Spanish~ they are at least exposed to 
others who do and thereby they are exposed to the pitch, inflection. 
rhythm &\d phonemes of Spanish. The Afro-American children come from 
another linguistically different baclr;.ground; different in that they are 
exposed to a dialect other than standard E·nglish. The low socio-economic 
Caucasian children should perform better on the LI since they do not have 
another linguistic pattern to afford confusion in approximating standard 
Etlglish.. An analysis of cova:.dm.\ce was used to examine the differences 
gueat:Lon 7,. Hill there be a difference between the Lt scores of the males 
and the LI scores of the fem.ales? 
~~teo~e: Validity detem:tne<l by gt'oup difference. 
A great deal has been written on the differences between males 
and fett1.8les developmental rates. As part of the construct validation 
study, this question is included. A population of 62 males and 49 females 
----- --------- --- ~ 
.. 
----- ---- ~ 
---------------
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was used for the comparative purposes. 'they welt~ selected f~;o~ the dis ... 
advantaged population tested. Since. there is. generally thought tope a 
' . . . 
true developmental-experient~al language difference wl~~cll eltists at tile 
four year 1 five ye~ and ~ix year old levels, then there should be a dif-
ference in the scores of the males and the females. A two-factor Analysis 
of Variance t-las used with the data collected. 
Q!!~s.tion.Jl. Will the children whose scores were established at an earl:l.at 
date on the PPVT per~orm in the like mantter ·on the LI? 
.F.!-1~2.9..~: Valid:l.ty determined by measuring the degree of relationship be ... · 
tween the Ll and the PPVT .• 
Table 13 
Population Description: Question #8 
,·: : ;: { :ll I : n : ; W"r ; " ·. :. : ·r :a I T :; i I I : :t·r:. g 
Grade N l?ea'body Pic.ture Language 
Vocabulary Test Inventory 
leindergarten ll May, 1968 May, 1969 
First ~rade 4 ~iay, 1967 May, 1969 
Both the Peabody4 and LI tests use lexical item :Ltientification. 
The Peabody format called for a response to :Laolated 1~xical items by 
pointing to pictures. The LI, parts A, B, and C requires a response to 
lexical items in context by pointing to pictures~ Since both tests have 
some part in common, those children who score high on the Peabody should 
score high on the LI. A Pearson Product-Moment correlation established 
--------------~-
4LH:.yd M. Dunn, l?,e,ab~dz Pip.tu;re, .V:o~c~bulary: Test,, Minneapolis: 
American Guidance Service Inc., 1965. 
II ' 
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the level of the relationship between the two tests. 
.Que!.t,:l.on ,9. Will there be a difference between the Ll scores aud the L'RS 
Purpo~e: Validity determined by measuring the degree of relationship be• 
tween the Ll and the ST. 
:I 
l>reacb.ool Classes 
by School 
Garfield 
Nightingale 
Van Duren/'.raft 
Table 14 
Population l)escription: Question IJ9 
Ll 
18 
17 
18 
LRS Seriation Test Posttest 
18 
17 
18 
ti is based upon the theory of lu11guage performance as a produet 
of lru1guage competeuce which is built upon the deep structure of latlguage. 
The LRS Seriation 1fest,5 "considered an ope",t"ation or basic cognitive pro ... 
cess by l?iaget, refers to the ability to order environmental obj~ctts along 
one stimulus colltili.uum or wi.th respect to copying pattern of stimuli. u6 
The analysis o£ this data using Pearson Product""MOllllant eotrelation 
.· ' 
answers not only the immediate question of group comparison on two tests 
SRalph Scott, J. ,Nelson and A. Dunbar, L R S Seriation Test (New 
York: Harper & Rol>7, Publishers, 1966). -
6Jarald Nelson~ ~'Construet Val1.datton.oi; the Learning Readinl!lss 
System - Set"iat:l.on. '1'est11 (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Indiana 
Vniversity, 1968), p. 5 .. 
-==--- -------=-==-- ~ 
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but also alludes to a. la.rger qucatl.ltion. that of the relationship betweeJl 
language and cognition. If language and ao~1ition are closely related; 
then the correlation between the Ll and the ST should. be high. 
guestion ,19.. ltlill there be a difference between tlle 11 scores and the 
Columbia Mental l!Jaturity scores? 
.PMmose: Validity determined by measuring the degree of relationship be.,. 
tween the Ll and the Columbia. 
Table 15 
Population Description; Question #10 
Preschool Classea by ,. ·• 
Schools L:t Columbia Post test 
Garfield 6 6 X 
Nightingale 13 13 X 
Van Buren 3 3 X 
-
The Columbia Mental Maturity7 is a test of general intelligence. 
It is a aeries of long, narrow catds in which one item does not belong to 
the general category. The child is to point to the incorrect item. The 
items range from gross to f'1.n1te discrimination of diff'erencea. The de-
gree to which these ~1o test scores compare may indicate the degree to 
which general intelligence is directly relatable to language perfotmanee. 
A Pearson Product Moment correlation was used to measure the relationship 
7qolumbia l·le!ltal M~t.uli'itY.. Scale, San Francisco: Harcourt., Bt:"ace 
& World, 1959. 
~~~----·~----~ 
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between the two test: results, and it was expected that this correlation 
would be high-. 
guesti,<:m l!· Hill there be a difference between the LI score!l and the 
scores on the Berry Visual-Motor Integration Test? 
l?Hrpose: Validity determined by measuring the degtee of relationship be,... 
tween the LI and the Berty V-MJ .• 
Table 16 
Population Description: Question #11 
~ . . ~· i 6 
Preschool Classes by Berry 
School I,l V-M .. I~ l?ostt:est 
Garfield 6 6 X 
Nighti11gale 13 13 
Van Buren 3 3 
.............. ' ... I 
The Berry Visual-Motor Integration Test surveys the child's ability 
t.o repeat to~ith a pencil line forms that he see~h It ie closet:' to a test 
of perception than most of the other preschool tests available to schools. 
The data is in the fo~ of Mental Ages, years and months. To use the 
scores for comparative purposes with the LI, the mental ages were converted 
into months as Ollposed to the year-mo11th score give11 for each child .. 
A comparison of the L:t and the :Berry may lead to some thought in.., 
volving the relationship between language and perception. Pearson Prpduct~ 
Moment correlation was used to determine the e~isting relationship between 
the two processes used in taking the tests. Tentatively. it would be 
expected that this relationship would be high. See studies cited by 
------------
----- - -- --n 
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Elkind, Horn and SchneiderS on perception in addition to Frostig's work9 
in this area. • 
.Questio~ 12. Will tllere be a diffel!enee between the LI scote~. and the 
scores from the Caldwell Preschool Inventory? 
Pur,:eos,e: Validity dete:t!'mined by measuring the degree of relationslliP ba ... 
tween the LI and the Caldwell. 
Table 17 
Population Descl;'iption: Question 1112 
Preschool Classes by 
S.chool 
Garfield 
Nightingale 
Van Buren 
t:C 
4 
13 
3 
Tl 2 nn r 
Caldwell 
4 
13 
3 
s' 1l I , .... Ypt': 
Post test 
X 
X 
X 
The Caldwell Preschool InventorylO was developed for Head Start by 
Betty Caldwell. It samples general lQloWledge that children of four may 
know. For many projects. it has been used to determine the extent of 
knowledge acquired while the child attended preschool. The Caldwell Wa$ 
administered to the $arne ehlldren as the ti and the scores from the twa 
8n,. Elkind, J,. Horn and G. Schneider, 111-iodified Word Recognition. 
Reading Achievement,. and Perceptual Deeentt"ati.ot.t.; ;J:qut"fl.al of~ t.;;~w~ti.(! 
Paxehology, 1965, 107, 235-251. 
9M. Frostig and others. H'.fhe Marianne Froatig Developmental Teat 
of Visual Peroeption,u P~reep. ~tf S1dll~h 1964. 19, 463 .... 499.; 
lOBettye Caldwell, lh~ P,reaehool ,ln:ventpry,1 t;rew York: State 
University of New York, 1967. 
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tests were compared. The results lead to the genaralitation of the rela-
tionship between general.knowledge and linguistic skills. The Pearson 
Product-Moment correlation waa the statistical proeeedure used, and the re-
sultant t'elaticmsb.ip was eJt;pected to be high. 
Q.ue,stion, 1~.· Will the children' a post.: test: scores remain the same if the 
test booklets are rated by two different people1 
Purpose: Assessment of interrater t'eliability. 
tf an instrument is to be of usa to more thall one person, its re-
sults must tna:Lntain some degree of consistency from exatniner to examiner 
in order to provide common linguistic information. The relationship of 
the results of ttifo judges scoring the. same 30 booklets selected at ra:ndom .· 
should be high. 
The e.xanrl.natiotl booklets were first scored by the experimental:' and 
then given to Miss Claudia Ktoeck, a Junior at Fresno State College. 
Fresno, California. The instt'Uetions wera, 11I:f tbe answer in the booklet 
:I.e different than the answer written in the booklet, mark it wrong. 11 
There was no furthet' communiaat:l.on during the rescoring peri.od. After two 
sets of scores were obtained for the thirty booklets, the data was statis-
tiaally analyzed. The use of rank. oTder correlation dete:r:m:l.ned the degree 
of relationship between the two judges. 
g_~~.s.ti,o}l ,;1.4.• Will there be a high correlation between the scores obtained 
ott the two parts of the Ll'l 
Puqo,ae.: Assessment of split-half reliability. 
- ---- --- ---
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Paired Questions from LI for Measur$ment 
of Split-Half Reliabil:U:y 
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Part I 
Part II 
Sentence Numbers 
l 3 6 8 10 12 14 
2 4 7 9 ll 13 15 
The LI is easily divided into two parts by comparing one ~uestion, 
with all seven parts, to the following question.. The common element in 
both sentences is the use of identical deep structure, while the variation 
in both sentettces is the different lexil.cal items. Any difference in 
scores be~~een the two paired sentences in the effect of the lexical item$ 
upon the performance of the deep structure of the sentence. (See appendix 
for illustrations of identical deep structure and the difference in 
lexical items.) Sent~mce liS had the same deep structure as #4 and was 
omitted for laek of a pair, 
The correlation between the scores obtained on tlvO parts of the 
Ll is an estimate of the reliability of the test. The use of Pearson 
Product-Moment correlation provides the degree of relationship between 
the two sets of scores. 
SUMMARY 
'!'be study design and procedure has been covered in this chapter in 
addition to the presentation of fourteen questions designed to give concrete 
information about children's linguistic abilities as presented in theory 
form, Chapter 2; to yield statistical data for the purpose of the c.onetruat 
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validation of the Llt and to ·ptovide inform.ation to Stoekton·Un:f.fied 
School District for analysis and evaluation of federally fundedprojecta. 
The results of the fourteen substudies are reported in detail in Chapter 
4. 
~ 
- -- n 
------- ~
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--------f--i 
Chapter 4 
RESUL'J!S OF 'nlE STUDY 
It seems £\l')'propriate to l;.'eturn to the direction given in Chapter l 
when the meanings of 11construo.t" and nvalidation" '\'1ere presentee:\. Fo~ re ... 
view, construct was "to form by p\ltting together part$"1 and validation 
was to make valid; substantiate; confirm".2 The consttuct validation of a 
lru~guage inventory is the process of substantiating or confixming the 
theo1.7 and <lesign of the ittstrument by putting together a eeries of 
studies <lesigaed to determine the quality of the instl:ument. This chapter 
will present the Bt:atistical tests and results of the tests · \'1h:t.ch were em ... 
ployed to h.elp antnller the fouttee.l.t questions pose(t in Chapter 3. The. 
implications of the results and the confirmation of the theory is found in 
Chapter 5. 
guaatioa..l• Null hypothesis: There will be no aign:tficml.t difference be-
tween the LI so.oras of those children who l!'eae:tved the Bel!'eiter-Engelmann 
training and those who diu not. 
Since the Bereiter~Engelmann appl!'oaah is a lansua~e based program 
for disadvantaged children, these children should show a gain in scores 
over anotller school within the same socio-economic vicinity using the tra-
ditional approach. lwo preschool classes and two kindergarten classes were 
lstein; loa. cit. 
2tbid. 
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used in this study, yiflldillg an N of 27 fo-t the expatiU~Gntal Bere:f.ter-
Enf$&lnuum approa.~h and an N of 24 fQr the .eontto~ populati()n• Using the 
Table of Random Numbet$,3 th.rea scores were omitted from the exper:J,mental 
group to ptoduce equal N's. The results of analysis of variance are shown 
in Table 19 below. 
Source ss 
Total 19635 
pre/poat 3385 
school 442 
interaction 135 
etror 15873 
~-· 
Table 19 
Analysia,of Variance: Question #1 
df 
95 
1 
l 
1 
92 
3385 
442 
135 
794 
0.56 
0.17 
1 t: ;.! '7 :r; ' .~ . ; ' 
.01 
Both schools showed gain between the pre/post test:l11.g, but the 
experimental children had a greater raw score gain than the control chil ... 
difference between the scores of the two groups was not significant. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis of no si~nificant difference between the 
~hi1dren's scores in the nereiter-Engelmann program and the children's 
scores in the Traditional approach would be accepted. 
3Al.len 1 ... E!dwa:rds, ~t~!.P.£.~! JlflJ!~St}; :l.n P.~YChol;oR;~9~1-.~~e,~r~h (Revised edition, New Yorlt: Rinehart & Company. Inc., 1960}, t>- 333. 
-----~----
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scores of those childre~ who attended schools receiving Title I funds and 
the scores of those who attended non-funded schools. 
Both populations (funded/non-funded) come from. aocio ... economic 
a:reas considered below the average for the Stockton area. Two of the 
school$, Garfield and Van Buren received Title I funds for the 1968 ... 1969 
school year while Taft did not, so Taft was used as the control school. 
The test population was as follows: Garfield, N,.38; Van Buren, Nlilll42; and 
Taft, N•31 11 Using the table of rMdom numbers4 the scores were reduced to 
a population of N•31 for each school. Analysis of covariance produced the 
following tabled results. The results of the posttest were covaried upon 
tlte pretest scores to take into consideration any differences at the onset 
of the evaluation. 
Table 20 
Analysis of Covariance: Question #2 
,.,: :::.:...._;, '''""::•: :,::;::.,:::;:::•::-;:::u , ::::::r::::: :·:·:, :.;~ r. n,:;::::• == 
Source 
Total 
Schools 
Error 
ss 
6825 
309 
6516 
df 
91 
2 
89 
154 
73 
p 
2 .. 11 n.s. 
ln examining the mean gain of Garfield {12.29 points), Van Buren 
(mean gain of 6.64 points), and Taft (mean gain of 13.16 points). there 
was a greater gain in Garfield and Taft test scores. An analysis of co-
vad.ance yielded non ... significant results at the .01 laval of cottfidence, 
4Ednards, loa .. cit. 
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however. 'l1lerefore. the null hypothesis tbat there will be no difference 
between the LI scores of Title I and non Title l scores must be accepted. 
guest.~on ~-· Null -hypothesis t there will be no difference between th!il 
children who received Preschool Education experience and those who did not 
attend the preschool programs. 
From the total population tested on the Lt. 29 children were 
found to have attended the preschool programs in eittler 1966-1967 or 1967-
1968 scho.ol years. Equal numbet of chilc.lren from the same classes of 
ethnic, sex and grade level were seleCted from those who had not attE~nded 
a preschool program. The matchitlg by sex, ethnic group, age and grade lil'&a 
an attempt to control some of the variables t:lla.t would exist batl~Teen the 
two groups other tha.tt the variable of p;::eschool vs" non preschool exper;t ... 
ence. Using the pretest results as the covariant, the results of the 
compar:t.son $.re as follows~ 
Sourca 
Total 
Schools 
Error 
ss 
3261 
23 
3238 
Table 21 
Analysis of Covariance: Question #3 
df 
56 
l 
55 
23 
59 
F 
2.56 
p 
FJ:Otn tha resulta of this analysis; it can be seen that there t<Taa no 
significant difference between tlle two groups at the .05 level of confi-
dence; therefore, the null hypothesis that there will be no difference 
---------
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between the seo~es of the children with preschool expe~ienee and the 
sco~es of the chU.dre:n without preschool experience is ·accepted. 
g~El,s,t,ion 4,. Null hypothesis: There will be no differen.ce between the tl 
scores of Preschool, Ki.ndergarten and First: Grade children. 
'l'he -· LI scores :t-tere al1alyzed ·by grade level aftell' being separated 
into t'Wo groups. An analysis .o£ vatia.nce with randomized design.wa8 used 
first with the disadvanta8ed and then advantaged., The disadvantaged 
Soutce. 
Total 
Withit'l. 
ss 
23466 
260.5 
20861 
Table 22 
Analysis of Variance: Question U4 
Disadvantaged Population 
df 
151 
2 
149 
MS 
1302.5 
140.0 
p 
.oOOl 
The results yielded an F-ratio of 9.30 which is significant be• 
yond the .001 level. A t-test among the three maans established a 
significant difference between Preschool and Kindergarten but a non-
significant difference betwean Kindergarten and First Grade (both at the 
.os level). 
The study was repeated with the advantaged scores, (Nml9 for all 
three grades). The results are. shown itt Table 23. 
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Source ss 
...... 
Total 4920 
Between 2045 
2875 
T.a.ble 23 
Alta.ly$1S of Var:tanc<U (tuest:lon fl4 
Advantaged Population 
df 
--
56 
2 
54 
1022.5 
53.2 
19.22 
50 
p 
.001 
~----------------------------------------------------~---------~ 
Since P .• 001, at-test among the tree means was again figured. 
It again showed a significant difference between Preschool and Kindergar-
ten and an insignificant difference betwean Kindergarten and First Grade, 
(at the .os level). The null hypothesis that there \>Till be no difference 
between the LI scotes of Preschool and Ki.ndergartett was rejected for both 
the advantaged and disadvantaged populations "Jhile the null hypothesis was 
accepted on the Kindergarten, First Grade levels for both the advantaged 
and disadvantaged populations. 
Question s. Null hypothesis: :!.'here will be no difference between the t:t 
Atoras of the disadvantaged childra11 as compared with the scores of the 
advm1taged children. 
Because of the diffe:eenee inN's of the two groups, papers con ... 
taining the test results were placed face down and shuffled. One class 
was dr-f;lwn from the pile, Van Buren; and all tllreegrades, Preschool. Kin ... 
dergarten and First were eliminated from the comparison. Scores from 
C'varfield, (Prescl1oolt Kindergarten); Fair Oaks (First Grade), and Taft 
(Preschool, Kindergarten, First Grade) were used to represent the 
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disadvantaged population, while A •. B.C. Nursery Scbool and John Adams 
(Kindergarten. F:b:st Grade) scores were used to represent tlte advantaged 
population. 
A t-test for differ~nees between two independent means was used 
on the posttest scores to analyze the data, On the basis of t=l.95 with 
163 degrees of freedom the differences betv7een the two means was found to 
be not signi£iaant. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference in 
LI scores between the advantaged $Ud disadvantaged population was accepted. 
,guest;\9n. ~- Null hypothesis: There will be no difference between the Ll 
scores of the Afro~Arnerican, c:aucasian-Amet'ican and 1:1:e:~d.ean-A.1nerican 
scores, analysis of covar:LQnce WS$ not used with the existing populations 
and the study as designed waa not completed. A cora.pall':Laon of mean or 
average scores for the three groups tested on the Lt wete with:f.n 2,5 
points of eaeh other. 
~!!!:.:!2.U .. 1• Null hypothesis 1 'l'hara will be no difference bet~1een the I.I 
.1-lcores of the ·males and the tt scores of the females. 
All of tlH'l LI test scores of the boya and girls in tlle disadvan-
ta.ged population ·were analyzed to a.na\>ter thia question~ A two ... factor 
for the females. The results are given in the :follm-1ing ta'Ple. 
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Source ss 
Total 33907 
Pre/Post 6304 
Male/Female 2 
X 19 
Error 27582 
Table 24 
TWo Factor Analysis of Variance: 
df 
221 
l 
l 
l 
218 
Question 111 
MS F 
6304 so~o 
2 
19 
126.5 
0.016 
0 .. 15 
52 
p 
The resultant F-ratio of .016 relevant to the male-female compari• 
son was not significant. Therefore, the null hypothesis that there will 
be no difference in scores of the males and females on the LI was accepted. 
Question 8. Null hypothesis: Children whose scores were established at 
an earlier date on the PPVT will not perform in the like manner on the Ll. 
A group of children who had been tested in previous years while 
attending Preschool were selected from the population given the Ll. Their 
previous scores on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test were compared with 
the posttest scores of the LI. From the computation, r=l3 (using the 
Pearson Product-Moment correlation). By squaring r, the resulting 1.7% 
gave 1.7 out of 100 common results between the two tests. This very low 
degree of correlation is stated as "negligible or chance relationship" on 
Koenker's scale (.00 to .19)5. The null hypothesis was therefore accepted. 
5Robert H. Koenker, Simelified Sta,tistics (Illinois: Mel<night & 
McKnight Publishing Co~, 1961), P• 52. 
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Q\l~,s.t,ion · 9. Null hypothesis: Thera will be no 41fference between the LX 
scores and the LRS Seriation $~ores. 
The posttest scores from both tlle LI and SRT from the. follow:Lng 
preschool classes were used in the population of this study. (Garfield, 
N•l8; Nightingale, N•l7; and Van Buren/Taft, N•l8)., Using the Pearson 
Product•Moment Correlation (N•53) the correlation of o.37 was obtained, a 
significance greater than .01~ By squaring .37 the resulting 14% estimates 
the percent of common variance operating in both the Ll and S:R.T tests. 'l'hta 
remaining 86% indicates the amount of variance which is operating sepa:tate-
ly in each task, language and thin~ing. tbe null hypothesi$ that there 
will be no difference between the LI scores and the t.RS Seriation test 
scores was therefore rejected at the .01 level of significance. 
g~est:ion 10. Null hypothesis; l."here will be no difference between the Ll 
scores and the Columbia Mental Maturity scores. 
The population consisted of those preschool children ~rom Garfield, 
Nightingale, and Van Buren who were given both the LI and Columbia :tn the 
post test period; (N=22). Computing the Pearson Product-Moment correlatiot'l., 
r-0.40• (squaring r•O~l6 or 16%); which is at the lower end of a range 
accepted as indicating a ufair degl!'ee of relationsh:tp".6 Although this was 
a fair degree of correlation, it was not significant; therefore, the null 
hypothesis that there will he no difference between the LI scores and the 
Columbia Mental Maturity scores is accepted., 
~e.sti()ll 1~.· Null hypothesis: '!'here will be no difference between the Ll 
scores and the seores on the Barry Visual-Motor Integration Test. 
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The children represented in the preceding study were also given 
the LI and the Berry (N•22). The resultant Pearson correlation. of -0.03 
would indicate a negligible or chance relationship. The null hypothesis 
that there will be no difference between the two tests was accepted. 
~eation 12. Null hypothesis: There will be no difference between the 
LI'scorea and the Caldwell Preschool Inventory scores. 
Twenty of the same children represented in the preceding two 
studies were given both teats during the posttest period. Using the 
Pearson correlation, r•20, which is barely in the range accepted as indi-
cating a "alight relatiouhip"7 by using the squared r equals 4% common-
ality. This correlation was not significant and so the null hypothesis 
that there will be no difference between the two kinds of test scores was 
rejected. 
~estion 13. Null hypothesis: There will be no difference in posttest 
LI scores when the booklets are rated by two different people. 
The author rated thirty booklets and then gave them, with spec-
ific scoring directions, to a second judge, Miss Claudia Kroeck. (See 
Chapter 3• Question 013). The scores from Judge I were ordered from high-
est to lowest with the corresponding score from Judge 2 in the second 
column. There was a Rank Order correlation of 0.97 between the scores 
of the two judges. Using the scale presented by Koenker8 0.97 lies well 
within the .so to 1.00 range which is interpreted as "highly dependable 
55 
relationship". The 0.97 correlation was so high that there was little if 
any doubt that the null hypothesis: that there will be no difference in 
posttest scores when the linguistic responses in the LI booklets are rated 
by two different people, should be accepted. 
Question 14. Null hypothesis: There will be no difference between the 
scores obtained on the two parts of the LI. 
The Pearson Product-Moment correlation was used to compute split-
half reliability. This correlation, when corrected for attenuation, was 
0.86 (N•314 pairs of scores), The following statement helps in deter-
mining acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis, based upon these 
results: 
In calculating the correlation coefficient the higher 
the 'r' the greater the reliability of a test. Most good 
standardized tests have reliability coefficients above .as. 
No general rule can be set as to how high a reliability co-
efficient must be to be acceptable, since the greater the 
range of the scores, in general, the higher the correlation.9 
The null hypothesis was therefore accepted in this study, indic-
ating an acceptable level of reliability for the LI. 
9Ibid., P• 63. 
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SUMMARY 
The statistical data needed to determine the results and answers 
to the fourteen questions has been presented in this chapter question by 
question. Parts of the population, as shown in the table .on 'Multiple 
Design Using Various Populations', Chapter 3, were used in different 
combinations for each question. The statistical results will be presented 
in an analytical discussion of the studies throughout Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION SUMMARY, ANI> RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Chapter 1, a set of five general hypothesis was set down for 
the framework of this study. Following in Chapter 3 was the development 
of the hypothesis into fourteen designs fo:r study by posing fourteen ques-
tions• Chapter 4 contained the re$ults of the studies by giving the 
statistical data needed to accept or weject the specific fourteen bypothe ... 
ses presented. This chapter then gives analysis of the fourteen questions 
and their relevance to the five general h}'llothS$$s• followed by a S1il.llmary 
and recommendations, 
guest;.i,on. l• Be'teiter ... Engelmann vs. Traditional Preschool Program.. 
Though the'te was not enough of a difference in the gain scores of 
the two preschool classrooms to state that one program was statistically 
significantly different from the other, from an educational point of view, 
the increased gain of the Bereiter-Engelmann children over the traditional 
childX'en warrants further inquiry to detetmine those aspects of the pro-
gram which equip the children to respond with higher scores. Since the L:t 
expected responses in sentence form and since the B-E program encourages 
responses in full sentences, this factor may account for the difference be• 
tween the two groups. 
guest;ion 2. Title :t va. l'{on Title I Scboolfih 
Tbe result of no significant difference intentionally did not 
reflect any socioeconomic or educational program differences by school but 
57 
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only by funding source. 'l'hrea schools, ll'atr Oab.s, (First Grade) was 
combined with Garf:teld, (Preschool, Kindergarten) scores and further 
combined 't>Tith Van Buren (P,K.F) to con1prise the Title I funded popula .... 
tion. These scores 't'lere used in comparison with Taft scores (P,K-F), 
which provided vary unequal N's. The mean gain of each school separately 
indicated the trends the schools were taking in respect to this examina~ 
tion. Garfield (~air Oaks) mean gain • 12.29; Van Buren mean gain • 
6.64; Taft mean gain • 13.16 which showed the treud toward the non funded 
school (Taft). TI1ere was an apparent gain of Taft over Van Buren but not 
in the ratio nee.ded for significance. One factor may account: for the 
difference other than educational program is the neighborhoods from 
which the children come. Van Buren draws from surrounding housing pro-
jects t'lhile Taft draws from individually owned dwellings. 
_guest,ion 3. Preschool Experience Vlh No l?resehool Experience. 
~~ough there was no e:tgni£icance betwe4~ ~he ~o groups. the mean 
gain for the Preschool group was 8.8 while the mean sa:tn for the No Pre• 
school group was 9.6. Fac~ors such aa family income. number of parents in 
the home, educational level of adults in the home may have contributed to 
the gain of the No Preschool group over the Preschool group. One may 
speculate how much further behind the Preschool group might have been with-
out the Preschool experience to hting them up. 
,gpestion 4• Difference between Grade Levels. 
The resulting significance between the Preschool - Kindergarten 
groups and no significance between the Kindergarten - First Grade groups 
for both the Advantaged and Disadvantaged populations could be due to more 
than one possibility. By holding the questions to a few of the many rules 
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possible, the range of the e~amina.tion may have been restricted. allowin$ 
both landergarten and First Grader$ to .do ~.rell on it., Anotner poseihil:tty 
might have bQen the da\t$lopmantal ages of the children ... Kituiergarten a:nd 
First Gt:ade children may be·too elos~ to the end of the-language· deve,lop ... 
meut period to show significant difference in gaina. Their language. may. 
$till improve but not in the waya being sampled on the ti. 
guast,i~n 5 • Advantaged v~~. Disadvantaged. 
The fac.t that the adva.tlt:aged and disadvantaged populations Welte 
similar. on the L!p may indicate that there was more similarity between 
the two groups. language wise than what has been written in_ the_ pa$t. Most 
authors point to voeabulaty d:J.ff4ilreneea and phonologi.cal changes from one. 
dialect to anothet. Since the l~'I. is based mainly 011 the structure of 
language and not the superficial areas of vooabulary and sound changes, it. 
may mark a true linguistic aimilarity :t.n tha structure of the t".to groups. ---
Or it could tnirtor the fact that the Ll is insensitive to the language 
differences between the two groups. (Question 4 indicates the same re~ 
sults.) 
guest;ion,6.- D:l.ffetence between Ethnic. Groups. 
Rather thun dropping sample sizes down to very small levels to 
equate N's across e~lb, the-ethnic analysis was dropped. It wa& not 
really naeded since the analysis of advantaged and disadvantaged was com-
pleted~~~ the racial-ethnic differences has repeatf.ldlybeen shown to be 
explainable in terms ot an underlying socio-economic difference according 
to the Coleman study.l A comparison of means indicated difference between 
lJ. Oolentan and others, ]5gual~t}to .o.f, ~cl}l.cation,al PR2.C?;r:tun~t)!, 
Washington, D.C.: U,S.Government Printing Office• 1966. 
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the groups tested on the Lt were within 2.5 points of each other. 
This should be investigated thoroughly in a study designed to 
cleatly control racial-ethnic and soaio•eaonomie variables. 
gue,st:J.s>.a 1. Males vs • li'emales .. 
The fa.et that sex had no significant effect upon student response 
on the LI; may lead to discussions of limited structural difference be-
tween ehildren ;u.ngu:tstically $pealdng. Tl\e onset of speech and langua$& 
may be sooner for some girls yet tbey may both possess the same structure 
by the time they mature to the Preschool, Kindergarten, First Grade levels. 
guestion 8. LI vs~ Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. 
The relationship between these two tests may have been low due to 
the time difference in test administration; nevertheless, there was some~ 
thing to say for the diffcarences in the two measures. the Peabody tests 
the receptive (decoding) process of language only by response to isolated 
words while the LI actively involves reception and expression (decoding 
and encoding processes). The stimuli is given in complete sentence form 
with reference to earlier information which is a further involvement with 
language and its recall ability. 
gues~ion 9. LI vs, LRS Seriation Test. 
A discussion of the linguistic connection with aer:l.ation was pre ... 
sented by Nelson 2 as follows: 
Jean Piaget, a leading developmental psychologist, has 
theori~ed that pte~reasoning is developed as the child works 
2Jerald Nelson, 11A Study of Pre-Reasoning Ability in the SUSD 
Preschool Programstt (Stockton, California: University of the Pacific, 
l969),P.l.(Mtmeographed). 
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with class.~f'ying (group;f.ng) al,ld seria~:f.ng (o•4ering), Classi-
fying can be thought of IJl8 the. usual type of word training whicb 
the teacher does as eha. tries to help children deyelop eonce:pt:s, 
such as tree, blue, or fu=zy. l,)ertation. is exemplified ;tn a 
more specific set of words, each ot which helps us to.'(elate or 
order collections of things. All of the superlatives and 
comparat:tvas are satiating words because 1-tbey are relational· 
(taller than, near, between1 last, first, bigger th8n). By 
definition, all of th~ prepositions are also relational .or 
ordering t}'pes of 't·tords. , 
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The low correlation between the ~as seriation Test .and the Ll 
:t.ndic.a.:ted the areas of langua~e (generative ... transfot'mational) and of 
seriation (cognition or thinking) at~ 119t synonymous areas. In a,d.minis-
tering the Seriation Test to the ~hildren in the Beraither•Engelmann pro~ 
gram, it was noted tbe children we:t:e able to name.thesize.,and shape of 
the obj.eots to be· matched but '<~han it came to the opetatton and maid.pula ..... 
' . 
tion of the test items they were unable to function up to their linguistic 
ca:paeity. In other programs the childreu were able to perform the tasks 
correctly but unable to give the linguistic labels to the items or the 
operation • 
.Q~est~o~.J..Q.~ LI Vth Columbia Me11tal Maturity. 
The small N's in this. study do not allow for a clear analysis of 
the e:d.sting results; but, from the results gathered; the low correlation 
betwee11. the two came from the areas sampled. One, the structure of 
language; the other, the discrimination of like and unlike objects which 
substantiated thf) results it\ Question 9 th~t language and thinking. encom• 
pass some areas which are not in common. 
guest.ion ,;t.~. Ll vs. Berry Vifllual ... Motor Integration Test. 
Tbe low correlation :tn this comparison could have been because 
language and perception may have flltarted from c~on beginnings but 
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developed along separate pa:ra.llel paths.. Pe~ceptd.on being a sen.sori ... 
motor function. while language a g;ene-.tative process~ tnay·account f!or $ome 
of the difference~. 
Q.u~st;~on 1~,• . l.I Vfh Caldwell. 
The low correlation between these two teats may be because the 
latter samples general knowled3e which encompasses language and non• 
language readiness areas while the Ll samples the rules used in generat-
ing the language, It might have been attributable to the small N's used 
in the correlation as well. 
gu~stion 13. Interrater ReliabilitY• 
Part of the high correlation between raters is due to the prede~ 
termined right-wrong judgements at the time of test construction. The 
answers were given below the response line so the gross judgements were 
already made nevertheless, there remained a few finite judgements which 
were measured on this sample. The Inventory was designed for teacher 
administration and because of the high interrater reliability it appears 
to be well suited for multiple examiners• 
guestion. 1.4.• Split-Ualf Reliability. 
Considering the low l:'ange of scores, the reliability estimate was 
good for this inventory. With an N•314 pairs of scores, it can be safely 
assumed that the instrument will be reliable on a wide range of popula• 
tions, both advantaged and disadvantaged, 
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SUMMARY 
The fourteen studies presented were.. an out-growth of the :f:tve 
generallY""'stated hypotheses presented in Chaptet; 1.. It is important then 
to review the studies in reference to these as stated. 
A. A language :inventory test shoul.d differentiate between children who 
have had differing programs of education. 
The LI does not differentiate betwean children who have had differ• 
ing programs as shown by Questions l tht'ough 4. In all four instances 
(Bereiter-Engel~ln vs. Traditional; Title I vs. Non Title I Funded 
Programs; Preschool Experience VEh No Pteschool Experience; and Ditferenee 
between Grade Levels) there was no significant difference between the pro'"' 
grams as presented. 
B. A Language inventory test should differentiate between children 
having differing cultural, social. or etbnic backgrounds. 
Though these studies wex;e loosely defined as disadvantaged or ad-
vantaged without the statistical study of ethnic differences, the Ll 
showE.ld no significant difference. (See Questions S and 6) 
c. A language inventory test should not differentiate between boys and 
g:l:ds. 
The LX did not differentiate between males and females; (Question 
7) and therefore this generally ... stated hypothesis was accepted. It may be 
noted that this is the first of the three hypotheses to be accepted, and 
this could be due to the LI 1s insensitivity as an alternative explanation. 
D. A language inventory test should be closely related to scores obtained 
from other proven achievement~related teste. 
The LI did not seem to be clearly related to commonly used 
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achievement--related tests as shown in questions 9 through 12. Poeudbly 
larger N's for these question$ w~uld yi~ld m,ore.reliable data in.thiB 
area. 
E~ A language inventory t~st should be a reliable insttumant when used 
in the field of ea:t'ly childhood education. 
The Ll has been shown to be ea.f.Jily seorable and minil'D.ally r.eliable 
w~th t~e use of split•half reliabilit~ and interrater reliability tests. 
Though it is reliable• it.is not telatable to any other established 
measuremen~ commonly used in the field of early childhood educati~n. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
studies preaent~d and the underlying theory behind the LI. They are di• 
verse in nature but should serve as points to consider in any future 
' ' . ' ; .· .. - : .' \ 
investigation along the line$ presented. 
1. Throughout this st~dy rat-t $Cores were used in eval~at:lng the responses 
of children• on the LX~ Au item analysia wou;J.d hn,va aiven more in:forma• 
t:ion about the test .pe:dormanae.. Xn addition$ not:mative tables using 
various types of dell'ived seores would help those lfiabing to use the Ll. 
2. A greater range of items might help at the upper end of tb.e examina ... 
tion. Although no child received a 100% score, many scores were concan• 
trated in a small range, at the. upper end of the. s~ale. 
3. Larger N's in the correlational stud:les would have given bet.teJ.' data 
with which one ec>ulc;i project thQ rest;Jlts• 
. 4. A better ~tatistieal. design woul~ allow for investigation of the 
racial•ethnic, socio~economic variables and their interaction. 
s, Either an expansion of Robett' s rules for generating transformed 
---·-----~-
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sentences or a different theoretical base should be explored to extend 
the range of the Ll. 
6. Linguistics in its truest sense does not dictate right or wrong. It 
is used to analyze language behavior to develop grammar, therefore, the 
'right' answers given for each question were arbitrarily chosen to give 
some measure of performance. These 'right' answers should not be in-
terpreted by educators as the only answer that is correct nor the only 
acceptable standard of children's language. The 'right' answers should 
be considered with caution. 
7. Since this was a validation study, curriculum suggestions were not 
entered here. Four sample presentations based upon four areas of de-
tecting linguistic skills were entered in the Appendix B for aonsidera-
tion. 
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INTRODUCTION 
-- ~ 
"Language is a well defined object in th~ heterogeneous mass of speech facts." 
· ferdinand de Sauss ure · 
Course in General Linguistics 
--~-~~~~ Rationale 
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----------...-, 
The evaluation of language maturity among culturally disadvantaged as 
well as culturally privileged preschool, kindergarten, and first grade 
children requires careful examination of two main aspects of linguistic 
activity: language competence and language performance. 
·Language as an organized system consists of an infinite set of sen-
tences formulated according to a finite set of rules. This means that 
the user of any language operates with established rules according to 
which he not only formulates sentences, but also understands sentences 
that other speakers of the same language may create. This implies that 
speakers of English, coming from various cultural environments, employ 
a common set of rules whenever they wish to put their ide as, thoughts or 
emotionsinto words syntactically concatenated for the purpose of 
effective communication. 
Recent i nves ti gati on has clearly indicated that the above mentioned 
conception 6f language presupposes the existence of a set of rules that 
the speaker of a language begins to internalize as soon as he needs to 
send and receive messages. The forma 1 i zati on of the same rules cons ti-
tues ~he structure of grammar in the tradi ti o11a 1 sense of the word. Such 
mental process will assist the child to acquire the structural. pattern of 
his language. This reference frame, h·is language competence, \<Jill guide 
his participation in the multiple linguistic activities conditioned by 
~the social environment. 
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i The i'deal structural pattern previously identified as the basis of 
; the language competence of the speaker is not used homogeneously, but 
! manifested in the mast heterogenous ways conditioned by soci a 1 en vi ron-
ment. There are three main manifestations of English accor·ding to the 
social distribution of its structural pattern, namely: the 11acrolect 11 
dialect, the dialect of the high society; the "mesolect" dialect, the 
intermediate dialect spoken by the dominant group; and the "basilect" 
. dialect, the form of the same language developed; and spoken in 
environments different from the other two speaking groups. 
Linguistically speaking, users of different dialects are equally 
·competent to use the structural pattern of language they have in common, 
but as earlier stated, social distribution and level of education may 
convert the common pattern of language into any of the English dialects. 
In a given basilect, for example, the obligatory phonological rules may 
not be present; or be manifested in a manner different from that dictated 
by the language; or may show phonetic shapes different from those used 
in a given acrolect. Therefore, it should be the purpose of education 
not to eliminate the speaker's dialectical patterns, but to add to his 
linguistic repertoire. 
Acrolect 
Dialect of the 
High Society 
. .....-
Language: 
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set of rules 
Language Competence 
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Language Performance 
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The most appropriate !CiPntific tool to approach the universe of 
language competence and language performance seems to be the so-called 
generative-transformational grammar recently developed in America. 
School grammar has been for decades interested in breaking down sentences 
to observe how they have been constructed, but has failedto elicit a 
system of economic rules according to which students learn to derive 
sentences. The transformational approach to grammar permits to infer 
the deep structure of sentences, and outline hypothetically the ~rocess 
by means of which the speaker brings ·the deep structures of language to 
the tangible surface of the utterance. This process permits also the 
observation of arbitrary rules as well as environmental influences which 
generate the various social dialects. 
Transformational grammar can be defined as a finite set of rules that 
generates an infinite number of grammatical sentences of a language and 
no ungrammatical ones and assigns to each sentence generated its proper 
structural description. Transformational grammar has two components: 
A. The syn~actic component consists of: 
1. Phrase structure level 
2. Transformational structure level 
B. The phonological component consists of a number of 
parts, for representing the structure of a sentence. 
The rules of transformational grammar are instructions used in the 
production of the basic sentences of a language and rules used in the 
derivation of sentences from tho~e basic ones •. For example: 
S --------NP + VP 
This rule reads: Produce a Sentence as a Noun Phrase plus a Verb Phrase. 
The rules for the production of the sentence: John feeds the dogs are: 
Sentence -----Noun Phrase + Verb Phrase 
Verb Phrase -----Verb + Noun Phrase 
Noun Phrase -a---Determiner + Noun 
Noun ------------John, dogs 
Determiner ------the 
Verb ------------feeds 
-3-
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The sentence produced by the ordered application of the rules can b~ 
represented by the following diagram. The upper components, which are 
the components of an infinite number of sentences, represent the deep 
structure of the sentence. The 1 owet"' components are actua 1 \'lords and repre-
sent the surface structure of the same sentence. 
Sentence 
Noun Phrase Verb Phrase 
Deep Structure Ver Phrase 
Detenniner 
Surface Structure John feeds the 
Applying transfonnational rules to 11 John feeds the dogs 11 , the follo~ting 
derived sentences can be obtained: 
1. The dogs that John feeds. 
- 2. The dogs John feeds. 
The rules of the phonological component assign the proper pronunciation 
to the sentences of a language. For example: 
the verb feed in the sentence 11 John feeds the 
dogs", is .assigned the correct pronunciation 
after the phonological rule has turned it into 
feeds in order to express person-and tense. 
Noun 
t -
dogs 
The Inventory consists of fifteen sentences constr·ucted according to some 
of the main rules that a child is.able to manipulate from his third to his 
sixth year of life. The child will be exposed to these sentences that repre-
sent an aspect of his experience, according to a programmed stimulus in order 
to obtain the fol1m'ling: 
A. Recognition of vocabulary items projected in a 
given syntactic structure. 
B. Manipulation of the syntactic structure in which 
the vocabulary items have been projected. 
C. Utilization of sound as an integrating part of 
grammar. 
D. Articulations of sounds as word components. 
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TEST KEY SYMBOLS 
5----------Sentence 
-----~ · Rew1·i tten as 
NP---------Noun Phrase 
V -------- Verb 
N -··------ Noun 
VP--~----- Verb Phrase 
Aux ------ Auxilliary 
PP ------- Prepositional Phrase 
Oet------- Determiner 
·y; ------- Verb intransitive 
.,:;.· 
Vt ------- Verb. transitive 
T-------- Te~se 
M-------- Modal 
Prep------ Preposition 
Pl ------- Plur*l 
Sg ------- Singular 
Pas ------ Rast 
Pres ----- Present 
Part ----- Pnrticiple 
6 _____ Incorporation of phrase into sentence 
Sentence 1 _____ ,...;.._ _ 
(1' 
--------- Phrase Rules 
liilill- for: The worms crawl over the rocks 
·~ 1. s -------NP ... VP 7. v ------Vi + pp 
----- -- --- ~ 
- ----------- ----:g 
-.·-.-'1 2. NP ----- Det + N 8. pp ---- p,~ep + NP 
- 3. 
-=-------=-=------=-=--------=--=------==::::0: N ------ Cnt (pl) 9. N ----- worm, rock 
-
4~ VP -- .. --Aux + v 10. Det --- the 
---- --- ----- - -- -
. 5. Aux --- T + M 11. Vi ---- crawl 
6. ,. ----- pres 12. Prep -- over 
... -~ The application of these rules produce the following string: 
~~~ 
. the + worm + pl + pres + crawl + over + the + rock + pl 
--------
~ Phonological Rules 
--- -- --- -- -- -hi 
- =-----~.:__ c=i'i 
---------- -----l!='] 
~~~~1 
.. - E 
· ..•. ::f'l 
:--~ 
-_-;=-::i 
1 •. Noun + P1---·--··----worm + s /z/ ---------worms /warmz/ 
2. Verb + pres ( 3-pl }----crawl + ¢. -------- crawl /kro1 I 
3. Noun + pl -------~ rock + s I s /------ rocks /raks/ 
~lhen the phenol ogi ca 1 rules are applied to the a.bove string, the fo 11 owing 
s~ntence is o~tained: 
The worms crat'/1 ove1" the rocks. 
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Sentence 1 
s 
Phonological Rules~ 
1. Noun + /z/ 
2. Verb + ~ -~--
3. Noun + /s/----------· 
Phrases: NP 
The \'lorms. 
-~-
Phoneme: /r/ as in rocks 
VP 
crawl 
2 
Sentence: The worms ct·awl over the rocks 
--·---
pp 
over the rocks 
3 
-----=---- --- _!...! 
--- --- --
-
---=-~:----=---=~~=--=:::0 
-------- -----
- - - -
---
-------
-- -- ------ ___ _, 
--- -'1 
---- -
"--" 
-- -----
I 
Sentence 2 
---=---
I ·~ 
Phrase Rules 
' for: The dogs play behind the bushes. 
1. s ------NP + VP -7. v ------- Vi + pp 
2. NP __ _,_ Det + N 8. pp ------ Prep t NP 
3. N ----- Cnt (p 1) 9. N ------ dog, bush 
4. VP -c•-- Aux + v 10. Det ---- the 
5. Aux 
---
T + M 11. Vi ----- play 
6. T ---- pres 12. Prep --- behind 
The application of these rules produce the following string: 
the + dog + pl + pres + play + behind + the + bush + pl 
Phonolqgical Rules 
-_ ~ 1. Noun + pl __ ..; _____ dog +..::.s /z/---------dogs I d:1gz/ 
-----= 
---- 2. Verb +pres (3-pl) play+ ~----------_--play /pley/ 
-----, 
' ~ 
--~ 
3. Noun + pl --------- bush + s /4z/------ bushes /bu~4z/ 
When the phono]ogical rules are applied to the above string, the fo110\v1ng 
sentence is obtained: 
The dogs play behind the bushes. 
------ ~---·---·--·--------~_] ---
- -~ 
~--------
------
-- = 
~-
------,.-; 
-~~-~~-~-
---, 
Sentence 2 
-
Phonological Rules: 
1. Noun+ /z/ 
2. Verb + ¢ -----:-----~ 
3. Noun + ;;,.z; 
Phrases: NP VP 
The dogs ~ 
1 - 2 -
Phoneme: /U/ as in bushes 
Sentence:- The dogs play behind the bushes. 
pp 
behind the bushes 
3 
Sentence 3 _ ___.l:::.__ _ 
Phrase Rules 
for: The boy sees the faces in the leaves. 
-1. 5----------NP + VP 7. V----------Vt + NP + VP. 
2. NP --------Det + N 8. PP--------··Prep + NP 
3. N----------Cnt (Pl, Sg) 9. N----------boy, face, leaf 
4. VP ----..;.---Aux + v 10. Det--------the 
.. 
-
5. Aux ----~~-T + M 11. vt·-------- see 
6. T----------pres 12. Prep------ in 
The application of these rules produce the following string: 
the + boy + sg + pres + see + the + face + pl + in + the + leaf + pl 
=-----=--=-:: Phonological Rules 
-- --- - - - --
----·--
= 
' , ______ ,____, 
----------------!1 
··uq 
'1 
------, 
co 
1. Verb + pr·es----------see + s /z/----------sees /siyz/ 
2. Noun + pl------------face + s It z/---------faces /feys}z/ 
3. .Noun + pl -----------leaf + s /z/-~---------leaves /1 iyvz/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the above string, the following, 
sentence is obtained: 
The boy sees the faces in the leaves~· 
-9-
-----·- ·-·- - ___ ,_, ___ _ 
--- -~ -
~~· -q 
····--o 
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Sentence 3 
-
~.#~· ~ ~oy -r s- ._,. _,P/".1'5 ~ p ,to 5t!"t? ._,. /~~-' ~C"<!f'.; v' -r //"? r /~~ ,.. kd/,.. /~,/ 
Phonological Rules: 
1. Verb+ /z/-
2. Noun + /i z/ 
3. Noun + /z/ ----
Phrases: NP VP 
sees the faces 
2 
Phoneme: /V/ as in leaves 
. pp 
in the leaves 
3 
Sentence: The boy sees the faces in the leaves. 
i 
I 
! 
I 
. I 
' J 
Sentence 4 
Phrase Rules 
~--· ~---~---~-1~ for: The birds will build nests in the branches. 
---
s 1. s ------NP VP 7. M will + -----
'--~ 2. NP 
----
Det + N 8. v ---- Vt + NP-tPP 
---- ----= 3. N Cnt (pl) 9. pp Pret + NP 
---- ---
4. VP ---- Aux + v 10~ N ---- bird, nest, branch 
5. Aux --- T + M 11. Det --- the 
6. T 
-----
pres 12. Vt ---- build 
R 13. Prep -- in 
~-~-----
--------~ 
The application of these rules produce the following string: 
The+ bird+ pl +pres +will +build+ nest+ pl +in+ the+ branch+ pl 
-
--- Phonological Rules 
------- --------::.....:; 
1. Noun+ pl ---~------bird+ s lzl ---------------birds 1 bardzl 
2.. Noun + pl --------- nest + s Is/ -------------- nests I riests/ 
3. Noun +. pl--------- branch + s /~z/------------ branches I br.:rrn~iz/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the above string, the following 
sentence is obtained: 
The birds. will build nests in the branches. 
-- -11·· ~--
-- ---------··-~-
! 
I 
. i 
J 
--- -"! 
-_w 
--- ------ - ----------
··-·-·· ---- -·- ---·-···----
- -- ~ 
- --g 
f-~ 
~~~ 
B 
.. ~ 
-= 
'j 
-------
-- - .=:::::; 
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I " 
.;)t:llt;.l:ll\,.t; .,. 
--· 
1/. 
I 
/,IC" ~~.rd.~~~ ,!Ph!S+.t"'/// +Aw/d + p -r ~1-r pi-~ p? + ~.k ,t- lird/Jch -1-~ 
Phonological Rules: ]· 
· 1. Noun+ /z/ 
2. Noun+ /s/----------~ 
3. Noun + liz/---------------------
Phrases: 
Phoneme: 
Sentence: 
NP 
The bird 
1 
/e/ as in w~b 
VP 
wi 11 bui 1 d nests 
. 2 
The birds will build nests in the branches. 
pp 
in the branches 
3 
-- -------------------- -,----
____ ----------·· --------
~-~-----~= 
-- - --- ----
LJ 
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Sentence 5 
Phrase Rule 
for: There are wasps in the spider webs. 
1. S -------------- NP + VP 6. T ---------------pres 
2. NP ------------- Det + N 7. PP ---- ... -------- Prep+ NP 
3. N--------------- Cnt (pl) 8. N ------------- wasp , spider web 
4. VP -------------Aux + be + PP 9. Det ------------null, the 
, 5. ,.Aux -----~----- T + M 10. Prep----------- in 
Trans~@rmational Rules 
The application of these rules produce the follwoing string: 
wasp + pl + pres + be + in + the + spider web + pl 
Apply the T-There rule to,the same string to produce: 
there + pres + be + wasp .,. pl + in +the +_spider web + pl 
f~onol_q_gj_cal Rules 
1. Noun+ pl ---------------wasp+ s /5/-----------------wasps /wasps/ 
2. Be + pres -----------------------··--------------------- are /ar/ -
3. Noun + Pl---------------spider web + s /z/----------··spider webs /spaydar webz/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the above transformed string, the 
following sentence is obtained: 
There are wasps in the spider webs. 
-1~-
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Pbonological Rules: 
--··1. Noun + /s/ 
Sentence 5 
s 
2. Be + pres --------~ 
3. Noun + /z/ -----~-------
Phrases: v NP 
There are wasps 
1 2 
Phoneme: /e/ as in web 
pp 
in the spider webs 
3 
Sentence: There are wasps in the spider webs. 
..•. 
Sentence 6 
----
··· · - .Phrase Rules 
.. 
~ 
.. ... 
- .. 
... 
n • i:l 
-
-·2 
-
--·--
----~ 
::-~ 
·-·----~ 
---- ----
for: The toad brings the bugs. 
1. s ----------NP + VP 7. V ---------Vt + NP 
2. NP 
--------
Det + N 8. N -------- toad, bug 
3. N 
----------
Cnt (pl) 9. Det ----- the 
4. VP ------- Aux + v 10. Vt ------- bring 
5. Aux ------ T + M 
T --------- pres 
Transformational Rules 
The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + toad + sg + pres + bring + the + bug + pl 
Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
the + bug + pl + the + toad + sg + pres + bring 
This final string will be included with the following phrase rules.· 
Phrase Rules 
for: The lizard takes { the bugs the toad brings.) 
1. S ------~ NP + VP 7. V --~~----- Vt + NP 
~· -
"*'~buy·~;&'~ /.Je- -1- ./t?d/ rS"'7~ /'r"e!'S -f' _6,-;,-/,-'-
2. NP ------ Det + N 
3. N ~----- Cnt (sg) 
- 4. VP ----- Aux + M 8. N ----------lizard 
_. --·-~ 
;-.::; 
5. Aux ---- T + M 
6. T ---~--- pres 
Phonological Rules 
9. Det -------- the 
10. Vt --------- take 
1. Verb+ pres ----------take+ s /s/--------------takes /teyks/ 
2. Noun + pl ---~-------- bug + s /Z/----~--------- bugs fbagz/ 
3. Verb + pres --------- bring + s /z/ ------------brings I bri~z/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
the+ lizard+ sg +pres+ take+ the+ bug+ pl +the+ toad+ sg +pres.+ bring 
the following sentence is obtained: 
The lizard t~kes the bugs the toad brings. 
~15-
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Sentence --o- ------ -- - -
Phonological Rules: 
1~ Verb+ /s/ 
2. Noun+ /z/-----------l 
3. Verb + /z/ ---------
NP 
The lizard 
Phoneme: /;;J/ as in b!!_g 
VP 
takes 
2 
NP 
the. bugs the toad brings 
3 
Sentence: The lizard takes the bugs the toad brings. 
" 
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Sentence 7 · 
Phrase Rules 
for: The turtle digs the holes. 
1. S ---------- NP + VP 
2. NP --------- Det + N 
3. N ---------- Cnt {sg, pl) 
4. VP ~-------- Aux + V 
5. Aux -------- T + M 
Transformational Rules 
6. T ----------- pres 
7. V ----------- Vt + NP 
8. N ----------- turtle, hole 
g. Det --------- the 
10. Vt ---------- dig 
The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + turtle + sg + pres + dig + the + hole + pl 
Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
the + hole + pl + the + turtle + sg + pres + dig 
... 
This final string will be included with the following phrase rules: 
Phrase Rules 
for: The boy finds {the holes the turtle digs). 
1. S --~------ NP + VP 
2.. NP ------~- Det + N 
3. N -------- Cnt {sg) 
4. VP -------- Aux +V 
5. Aux ------- T + M 
6. T --------- pres 
Phonological Rules 
7. V -------- Vt + NP 
8. N --------boy 
9. Vt ------- find 
10. Det ------ the 
1. Verb+ pres --------find+ s /z/ -------------------finds /fayndz/ 
2. Noun + pl ----------hole + s /z/ -------------------holes /howlz/ 
3. Verb + pres ------~ dig + s /z/ -------------~----~-digs /digz/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
the + boy + sg + pres + find + the + hole + pl + the + turtle + sg + pres + dig 
the following sentence is obtained: 
The boy finds the holes the turtle d·igs. 
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Sentence 7 
NP 
?eA 
1(\ 
I C'nl ~r 
I 
#P J/P 
~0!\·# ~~~~J 
. tf;'j ;:; T M J(l_j?' 
. I ( I I ~-~----=7-:=: --..._=~ =====Ji'" 
Phnnwl:;~ ~;.s~ $t ~ eu~ I 
11 •. Verb:·+ /z/ --------~ 
t£., Naun: +- /z/ ---------------=-l 
l\. 'M!m±• +!- /'Z-/ -~---~="---""------.=·---_..,--=--=-=-=====-=--=--=~==f 
rJlh.-.....,....,...,,. 
mur~ •. Nf5' 
The: boy 
11 
finds 
2-
/;W as in dj_g 
tne holes· tw tttWt1_b:: <t1~ 
Jj 
Simttenca:: The: boy finds the holes the turtle digs. 
Sentence __ 8
Phrase Rules 
for: The boy catches the fish 
1-· S ----------NP + VP 7. V ----~-----Vt + NP 
2. NP -------- Det + N 8. N --------- boy, fish 
3. N --------- Cnt (sg) 9. Det ~------ the 
4. VP -------- Aux + V 
~~~~~~~ 5. Aux ------ T + M 
10. Vt -------- catch 
= 6. T ------- pres 
-- - ~ 
-- ---
~~~ 
Transformation a 1 Rules 
The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + boy + sg + pres + catch + the + fish + pl 
Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
the + fish + pl + the + boy + sg + pres + catch 
This final string will be included with the following phrase rules. 
Phrase Rules 
for: The girl wants (the fish the boy catches.) 
1. S ----------NP + VP 7.V~ 
2. NP --~--~-- Det • N 
3. N --------- Cnt (sg) ~Ae+,l;s~,t-p/-r r#~N Pt?f"""S"Jl" + ,P/"4S-rcq~c:-/.? 
4. VP -------- Aux + V 8. N ----------cat 
~--~ 5. Aux ------- T + M 9. Det ~------ the 
-- 6. T -----···-- pres 
phonologi ca1_8_ules 
10. Vt ----~--- want 
------~--
;--< 
J. Verb + pres ----------want + s lsi ------------ \vants I \'lantsl 
~. Noun + pl ----------- fish + - ---------------- fish 1 fi~l 
3. Verb + pres --------- catch + s l+zl----------- catches I ~~+zl 
_ _ ~ When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
==-cc::i"l 
------ - ------ - ==J 
ti 
--~ ~--~......=.::3 
the+ girl + sg +pres+ want+ the+ fish+ pl +the+ boy +sg +pres +·catch 
the following sentence is obtained: 
The girl wants the fish the boy catches. 
-19~ 
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Sentence 8 
___;::.__ 
5 
--- -----------
--··------------------ =-
Phonological Rules: 
1. Verb + Is/--~-
2. Noun + ~ 
3. Verb + ltzl 
--------~ ,, Phrases: NP VP NP 
t1 
the fish the boy catches 
' 3 ' ' ' 
The girl wants 
1 .--2-
Phoneme: I ~I as in fi~ 
Sentence: The girl wants the fish the boy catches~ 
- --- --------- -~ 
!J 
---~ 
Sentence 9 _ _..;., __ 
Phrase Rules 
I ,. 
for: The boy brought the cheese. 
I 
1. S -----------NP + VP 6. T ----·------··pas 
2. NP --------- Det + N 
3. N --------- { Cnt (sg h 
. N-Cnt J 
4. VP--------- Aux + V 
~ 5. Aux ------- T + M 
Transformational Rules ~=~:..;~:..:;_;_::...:..:..;;;...;__.;-~--
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
v ------~----
N -------- ... -
Det ---------
Vt 
---------
.The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + boy + sg + pas + bring + the + cheese 
Vt + 
boy, 
the 
bring 
NP 
cheese 
~ Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
_________ the + cheese + the + boy +sg +.pas + bring 
__ ______;c- "fhis final string will be included with the following phrase rules. 
_ -~j Phrase Rules 
t'.-. 
- -- ----.-, 
----
for: The mouse was eating (the cheese the boy brought). 
1. s ----~-------NP + VP 7. M --------- be-ing 
2. NP 
----------
Det + N 
3. N·---------- Cnt (sg} 
V --------- Vt + NP ~~ 
.-::::::::::::: .~==--~~d ... t::"~d'e'Se''7" /~t!f'orboj' ~S"j" -r _.PdS-r ~.1"'//lj? 
8. 
4. VP 
---------
Aux + v 9. N---------- mouse 
5. Aux 
-------
T + M 10. Det ------- the 
6. T -------- pres 11. Vt ------- eat 
Phonological Rules 
1. Be+ pas ------------------------------------------------was I wazl 
2. Verb + ing ---------··--eat + ing li"jl------------------- eating I iyt.i~l 
3. Verb + pas ----------- bring + pas --------------------- brought · lbr:Jt/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
the + mouse + sg + pas + be + i ng + eat.+ the + cheese + the·+ boy + sg +. pa_s + bri n 
the following sentence is obtained: 
The mouse was eating the cheese the boy brought. 
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Sentence 9 
Phonological Rules: 
1. Be +.pas ---__ ___. 
2. Verb + /in/--------~ 
3. Verb + pas ---------
Phrases: 
Phoneme: 
NP 
The mouse 
1 
fl;! as in cheese 
VP 
was eatin_g_ 
2 
NP 
the cheese the boy brought 
3' 
Sentence: The mouse was eating the cheese the boy brought. 
l 
I 
I 
' 
c 
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.. 
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Sentence 10 
Phrase Rules I ,,. 
for: The girl wanted the butterfly 
i 
1. s -----~---NP + VP 
2. NP 
_____ ..,. __ 
Det + N 
3. v --------- Cnt (sg) 
4. VP 
_ .. ____ 
Aux + v 
5. Aux 
-----
T t M 
6.- T -------- Pas 
Transformational Rules 
7. v 
_ .. ____________ 
8. N 
_ ___ .,.. _________ 
9. Det 
------------
10. Vt 
-------------
The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + girl + sg + pas + want + the + butteffly + sg 
Vt + NP 
girl, butterfly 
the 
want 
Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
the + butterfly + sg + the + girl + sg + pas + want 
The final string will be included with the following phrase rules: 
Phrase Rules 
for: The boy is taking (the butterfly the girl wanted.) 
1. s ----~--~NP + VP 8. V-----------Vt ~ NP 
~ 
2. NP __ ;. ____ Det + N 
3. N 
-------
Cnt (sg) 
4. VP ----- Aux + v · .~#~r4t:///er/f_,.sy_,./~e-r?"r/rsy-r-~-rWd./?l 
5. Aux ----- T + M 9. N----------boy 
.. 
6. T ------- pres 10. Det ------ the 
7. M ------- be-ing 11. Vt ------- take 
Phonological Rule~ 
--------~ 1 M • Be + pres-------------------------------------~---------is I izl 
~ 
=:~::::::=i 
.· C'l 
Hi 
•nnnn••- n iJ 
____ £] 
'! 
"" 
2. · verb + ing -----------take + ing I i~l------------------taking I teykiOI 
3. Verb + pas -----------want + ed l~dl -----~-------------wanted I wantidl 
When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
the + boy + sg + pres + be + ing + take + the + butterfly + sg + the + girl +sg +pas +want 
the following sentence is obtai ned: 
The boy is taking the butterfly the girl wanted. 
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Phonological Rules: 
1: 
2. 
3. 
Phrases: 
Phoneme: 
Be + pres -
Verb + 
Verb + 
liQI 
ltd/ 
NP 
The boy l -
I~ I as in the 
Sentence ___ ro~-------- ----- ---------- ----
!It' 
I~ --
.. ,bk-r /.1,.,. ~p//e.r/:f_,.~,...,~~y/.r/-n:y.-.~s.,. ~&:?""~ 
VP 
is takiiJ..9. 
2 . 
NP 
the butterfly the girl wanted 
3 
Sentence: The boy is taking the butterfly the girl wanted. 
I 
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Sentence 11 _....;__ _ _ 
1 Phrase Rules 
/ for: ,,, The man left the jam. 
f 1. S --------NP + VP 
2. NP ------ Det + N 
3. V ------- Cnt.(sg) 
N-Cnt 
4. VP ------ Aux + V 
5. Aux ----- T + M 
Transformational Rules 
6. T --------------Pas 
7. V-------------- Vt + NP 
8. N---------------man 
9~ Det ------------the 
10. Vt------------- leave 
The application of these rules produce the string:. 
the + man + sg + pas + leave + the + jam 
Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
the + jam + the + man + sg + pas + leave 
This final string will be included with the following phrase rules. 
Phrase Rules 
for: The monkeys are eating (the jam the man left.) 
1. S .-----------NP + VP 7. M ------------be-ing 
2. NP --------- Det + N 
3. N --------- Cnt (pl) 
4. VP-~-------- Aux + V 
5. Aux -----~-- T + M 
6. T ---------- pres 
Phonological Rules 
.8 •. ¥-----~------ Vt + NP -==-----~---. /~e,.. Jd~.,.. 1.ld.,.. ~d/?"'s:f' ~ ~;:. k-;;;.;; 
9. N ----------- monkey 
10. Det --------- the 
11. Vt ~---------·eat. 
1. Noun+ pl ---~-------------monkey+ s /z/----------~----monkeys /ma!Jkiz/ 
2. Be + pres---------------~------------------------------- are /ar/ 
3 •. Verb + pas ------~--------leave + pas -----------~-~---- left /left/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
the+ monkey+ pl +.pres + be +ing + eat + the + jam + the + man + sg + pas + leave 
the following sentence is obtained: 
The monkeys are eating the jam the man left. 
-25--
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Phonological Rules£ 
1. Noun + /z/ 
2. Be + pres 
3. Ver·b + pas 
Phrases: NP_ 
The monkeys 
1 
Sentence 11 
:s 
VP 
are eating 
2 
Phoneme: !JI as in j_am 
NP 
the jam the man left. 
---3--.-.-
Sentence: The monkeys are eating the jam the man left. 
---- -- ... 
- --
- -
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-------
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Sentence 12 _ __;_::___ _ 
Phrase Rules 
for: The bones are under the ground. 
1. S -----~--NP + VP 6. T --------pres 
2. NP ------ Det +N 7. PP ------ Prep + NP 
3. N -------{Cnt (pl)} 8. N-------- bone, ground 
N-Cnt 
4. VP ------ Aux + be + PP 9. Det ------the 
5. Aux ----- T + M 10. Prep------under 
Transformational Rules 
.The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + bone + pl + pres + be + under + the + ground 
Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
the + bone + pl + under + the + ground 
This final string will be included with the following phrase rules. 
Phrase Rules 
for: The dog is going to get (the bones under the ground.) 
1. S ----------~--NP + VP 7 .. M---------------be going to 
2. NP ------------Det + N 
3. N --~----------Cnt (sg) 
4. VP ----------- Aux + V 
5. Aux ---------- T + M 
8. V --------------Vt + NP 
____.--..---------------... ~--
-- . :.=-...... 
_ /#er ?'- .bontfif .;. ,o/ ..-. v/? -kr ·r /A11 ""'yrt?tY#/ 
9.· N---------~-----dog 
10. Det ------------the 
6. T ---~--------pres 11. V~.------------ get 
Apply .the T-Negative rule to the following total string: 
the + dog + sg + pres + be + going + to + get + the+ bone + pl + under + the + ground. 
the following string is obtained: 
the + dog + sg + pres + be + not + going+ to +get+ the+ bone+ pl+ under+ the+ ground 
phonological Rules 
1. Be+ pres --------------------------------------------------------4s /iz/ · 
2. M + pres --------~---------is going to ----------------is going to /iz gowi~ tu/ 
3. Noun + Pl --------~--------bone + s /z/-------------------~-------bones /bownz/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the above total string, the following 
sentence is obtained: 
The dog is not going to get the bones under the ground. 
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Sentence 12 
Phonological Rules: 
1. M + pres ---+----J 
2. Be + pres ---.J 
3. Noun+ /z/ ----------------~ 
Phrases: 
Phoneme: 
NP 
The dog 
1 
/Z/ as in is 
VP 
is not gping to get 
2 
NP 
the bones un~~r the ground 
Sentence: The dog is not going to get the bones under the ground. 
Sentence 13 
----
Phrase Rules 
for: The corn is in the dishes. 
-
----
1. S ---------NP ~ VP 6. T 
------------
pres 
2. NP ------- Det + N 7. pp 
-----------
prep + NP 
3. N -------- Cnt (pl) 8. N 
------------
corn, dish 
4. VP ------ Aux + be + PP 9. Det 
----------
the 
5. Aux ----- T + M 10. Prep -------- in 
Transformational Rules 
--- ------- -
The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + corn + sg + pres + be + in + the + dish + pl 
-------------- --=-- ;1 Apply successively the T~Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
------·-
the + corn + sg + in + the + dish + pl 
-----;-_=----;;-;-~= 
c This final string will be included with the following phrase rules: 
--___ -_ -__ --
Phrase Rules 
for: The roosters are going to get ( the corn in the dishes.) 
----- --- -- 1. S ----------- NP + VP 7. M ------------- be going to 
2. 
- 3. 
4. 
NP -~--.----- Det + N 
N ---------- Cnt (pl) 
VP --------- Aux + V 
8. V ~------------ Vt + NP --===-----------~ 
,lk.,.. c-or-/?-?'S"J?rN7-r r#4'r a'l:s"~ --r ?/ · 
9. N ------------- rooster 
------
--------~ 
~cc--~--1 
! 
_-___ -- _Bj 
m 
'i 
= 
--------  
__ ::::::; 
5. Aux -------- T + M 10. Det ----------- the 
6. T --------- pres 
phonological Rules 
11. Vt -----------~ get 
1. Noun+ pl -----------------------rooster+ s /z/ -----------roosters I ruwstarz/ 
2. Be + pres -------------------------------------------------- are /ar/ 
3. Noun + pl ---------------------- dish + s /4z/-------------- dishes I di~~z/ 
When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
the+ rooster+ pl +pres+ be+ going+ to+ get +the +corn+ sg +in +the+ dish+ pl 
the following sentence is obtained: 
The roosters are going to get the corn in the dishes. 
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Sentence 13 
s 
Phonological Rules:-
1. Noun + /z/ - -
2. Be + pres --..J 
3. Noun+ /4z/ -----------------..,...____....~ 
Phrases: NP 
The roosters 
Phoneme: /'rj/ as in goi!l9_ 
VP 
are goin~ to get 
NP 
the corn in the dishes 
3 
Sentence: The roosters are going to get the corn in the dishes. 
Sentence 14 
Phrase Rules 
for: The bird is sitting there. 
---- - -
-----
1. s 
------------
NP + VP 7. M 
-------------
be-ing 
2. NP ----------·- Det <\o N 8. v 
-------------
Vi + 
3. N 
------------
Cnt (sg) 9. N 
-------------
bird 
4. VP 
-----------
Aux + v 10. Det 
-----------
the 
5. Aux 
---------
T + M 11. Vi 
------------
sit 
6. T 
-----------
pres 12. Adv 
-
p 
-------- here 
Transformation a 1 Rules 
·The application of these rules produce the -string: 
the + bird + sg + pres + be + ing + sit + there 
~-=--=:Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
----------------~= the+ bird+ sg +pres+ ing +sit+ there 
·-·--- --·-· . ·---···--
.This final string.will be included with the following phrase rules. 
------ ~ 
Phrase Rules 
--- -for: (The b·ird sitting there) has lost some feathers. 
1. S ------~---NP + VP 
--2. NP 
------~ 
----~ 
--- H 
. 3. 
~~~ 
- 4. 
~e.,&.t5/.r~o/-r _,P/"d"s-r/ny -rs/:/.,.._/~e-.re 
VP ---------- Aux + V 
Aux -------- T + have + part + M 
phonological Rules 
5. T 
__ ..,. _______ 
6. v ·----------
7. NP 
______ .. __ 
8. N 
----------
9. Det 
--------
10. N 
----------
11. Vt 
_______ .. ,_ 
pres 
Vt + NP 
Det + N 
Cnt (p 1) 
some 
feather 
lose 
Adv 
-
p 
~~~==~1. Have+ pres --------------------------------------------------has I ha~/ 
.._, 
~2. Verb+ part ---------------lose+ part-----~---------------- lost 1 l~st/ 
===e -~--::::a . . 
- -- -~ 3. Noun + p 1------------------feather + s lzl ------------------ feathers 1 fe~arz/ ~~-~~When the phonological rules are applied to the following total string: 
_::___..:._~§the + bird +sg +pres +ing +sit +there +pres +have +part +lose +some +feather + pl 
-_. _-.. -_-=] The fo ll owi ng sentence is obtai ned: 
----- --- --- _;:_:__) The bird sitting there has lost some feathers. 
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Sentence 14 
s 
. y,P 
~ 
. ,If 1'1~~ 
p,/""-;Y 
r 
/,(;\''( 
I 1 ::.:::::::~::+'4~~-~4'----~,;....,~t_+ k>'s-.r ,.,<;,~,.,a/ 
1. Have + pres -
2. Verb+ part----.------------~ 
3. Noun + /z/ 
Phrases: NP 
·.The bird sitting there 1 . 
Phoneme: /er/ as in there 
VP 
has lost 
-2--. 
Sentence: The bird sitting there has lost some feathers. 
NP 
some feathers 
3 
sentence ---=-1 .::..5 _ 
Phrase Rules 
. for: The· dog is standing here 
7. M -~------~- be-ing 
8. V ---------- Vi t Adv - p 
9. K ---------- dog 
10. Det -------- the 
11. Vi ---------stand 
~6. T ------- pres 12. Adv - p -----here 
"'Transfonnati on a 1 Rules 
·The application of these rules produce the string: 
the + dog + sg + pres + be + ing + stand + here 
- ---- f! 
- - -
~.~-~Apply successively the T-Relative, Deletion rules to the same string: 
-~=-----== 
the + dog + sg + pres + ing + stand + here 
_.-=-=-=-=-.::-~This final string will be included with the following phrase rules·. 
Phrase Rules 
---
for: (The dog standing here) has brought three shoes. 
---
~----1. S -----------NP + VP 
2. NP 
---~ 
5. T ----------pres 
6. V-----~---- Vt t NP 
7. NP ------- Det t N 
8. N -------~ Cnt (pl) 
~-r~y:rsy-r~/'es-r/.ny-rs/d/?t:/..#4'/e 9. Det ------ three 
~~~3. 
----4. 
VP ----------Aux + V 10. N -------- shoe 
Aux -------- T +have+ part+ M 11. Vt -------bring 
-------=Phonal ogi ca 1 Rules 
----------~ 1. Verb + ing -----------stand + ing I i~l ----~---------------standing I st<endiiJ/ 
=-=:cc===i 2. Noun + pl-----~..: _____ shoe·+ s lzl--------------------------shoes 1 ~uwzl 
.. . ' . 
~:=~=-~~When the phonological rules are applied to the follow·ing total string: 
~~ .. _;=Jthe + dog + sg +pres +ing +stand +here +pres +have +part +bring +three +shoe +pl 
__:___· ~~Q the following sentence is obtained: 
'I 
~~~--
8 The dog standing here has brought three shoes. 
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Phonological Rules: 
1. Verb+ /iO/ 
2. Have + pres 
3. Noun + /z/ 
Phrases: NP 
The dog standing here 
1 
Phoneme: I S I as i n three 
VP 
has brought 
2 
Sentence: The dog standing here has brought three shoes. 
NP 
· three shoes 
-~~-
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Scope 
1. Objective evaluation of language competence and language perfonnance. 
2. Oetenni nation of progress toward language maturity. 
Personnel for Administratinn 
The Inventory can be administered-by classroom teachers or by specialists 
in the educational and medical fields • 
Procedures for Administration 
1. The examiner should be thoroughly familiar with the Inventory 
before attempting to administer it. Directions should be 
followed carefully so that the results obtained by different 
examiners will be comparable. 
2. Do not say the words in the sentence with any special emphasis 
or any more loudly than is necessary - use normal conversational 
tones. Familiarize yourself with the sentences by reading them 
aloud before giving the Inventory. · 
3. Examine each child individually. 
4. The child should be motivated to "listen carefully." 
5. The child should be facing the examiner while receiving the 
following instructions: 
II 
"Show me . 
"Tell me .•• " 
"Show me . 
"Listen!" 
II 
"Say it!" 
. "Say • • . " . 
If the expected response is not given by the child, the original 
stimulus may be repeated. No further probing should be carried out 
if the expected response is not given. 
Scori..D.g_ 
Scoring of the Inventm·y in its first tryout is of provision a 1 · 
nature, and consists of the straight tally and total of the correct 
responses. Careful comparison of expectancies and.results will lead 
to meaningful implications and assist in finding devices to establish 
nonns for administering the ~test. Once nonns have been established, 
the Inventory will be adjusted in order to detennine the extent of 
language maturity of a given individual. Each sentence and its 
component parts will be clearly marked for tallying by using a rium~ 
eral and a letter to correspond with the data processing card issued 
with the instrument. 
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LANGUAGE INVENTORY 
TEST ITEMS 
~ 
\ 
Student's Name~--------------------~-------- School ________________________ __ Grade. ___ _ Teacher ____________________ __ 
Birthdate ____ ~~-----------
Age (Date of test) __________ __ 
Ethnic Group ____________________ __ 
Sex: M F 
·-
Language Spoken by Student ______________________________ _ 
Pre____ Post Examiner ________________________________________ __ 
Date·------------------~~-
' ' 
. I ' . 
1:~ · 
' I I,: I! 1:111·i i i 1: . i 
I! 
•I 
I, 
',l:.:l! .. t.:lli ·: l~ l Ill 11' . I :•!i i I i IIi II· I ' ' 11.:! ' I i I' I' ! ·I I I ,1. •. ' • l 
Sentence ---·-=1~--
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
~ 
{Directions) {Responses) {Mark if correct) 
THE WORMS CRAWL OVER THE ROCKS • 
Show me what crawls. A. 1 
{the worms) { ) 
Tell me what the worms do. B. 2: ~r~l) () 
Show me where the worms crawl. c. 3 
{over the rocks) { ) 
Listen: THE WORMS CRAWL OVER THE ROCKS 
Sav it ! 
-- D.·----~~~-----------------------
E. . 
\. F. 
------~--~-----------------------------------
Say: rock G·------~~~-----------------------------------
1. Vocabulary .items that indicate sentence comprehension. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
2. Word components {sounds) expected are capitalized. D. E. F. & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence t. 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE DOGS PLAY BEHIND THE BUSHES. 
Show me what plays behind the bushes. A. 8 
·(the dogs) ( ) 
Tell me what the dogs do. B. 9 ~ ( ) ' 
10' 
Tell me where the dogs are. C • . ( ) I 
(behind the bushes) 
/ 
Listen: THE DOGS PLAY BEHIND THE BUSHES. 
Say it! 
D. 
(dogS) 
E. 
(PLAY) 
F. 
(bushES) 
Say: bush G. 
(bUsh) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under the line. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A.B.,& C. 
~ 2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence ~ " 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Direct ions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) i 
THE BOY SEES THE FACES IN THE LEAVES. 
Show me who sees the faces. A. 15· (the boy) ( ) 
16 
Tell me what the boy does. B. ( ) 
(sees the faces) 
17 
Show me where the boy sees the faces. c. ( ) 
(in the leaves) 
Listen: THE BOY SEES THE FACES IN THE LEAVES. 
Say it! 
D. 
(seeS) 
E. 
(faceS) 
F. 
(leaveS) 
Say: leaves G. 
(leaVes) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension 
(The minUnal response is underlin~d.) A, B, & c. 
are under the line. 
2. Word c.omponents (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the .data processing card. 
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Sentence ~ 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Direct ions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE BIRDS WILL BUILD NESTS IN THE BRANCHES. 
Show me what will build nests. A---------~~~~~----------------~---------(the birds ) 
Tell me what the birds will do. B·--------~~~~----~----------------------------(build nests) 
" 
Show me where the birds will build nests. C-----------~--~~--~--~--------------------------(in the branches) 
Listen: THE BIRDS WILL BUILD NESTS IN THE BRANCHES; 
say it! . 
D·--------------~------------------------------------
E·---~~-___:_---~-----
F----------~----~-----------------------------
Say: branch G. -· 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A1B., & c. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D,E~Fj 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 2 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
. , 
... 
(Directions) 
THERE ARE WASPS IN THE SPIDER WEBS • 
Show me what there is in the ·spider webs • 
Tell me where the wasps are. 
Lis ten: THERE ARE WASPS IN THE SPIDER WEBS. 
Say it.! 
Say: web 
(Responses) (Mark· if correct) 
A. 29 
(wasps) ( ) 
30 1 
B. ( ) 
(in the spider webs) 
c. . ( ) 
D. 31 
(waspS) ( ) 
E. 32 
(ARE) ( ) 
F. 33 
(spider webS) ( ) 
G. (wEb) 34 ( ) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under the line. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
2. Word components- (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence §. 
Examiner: State the following to the child and'record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE LIZARD TAKES THE BU<:) THE TOAD BRINGS • 
Show me what takes the bugs. A. 35 
(the lizard) ( )! 
Tell me what the lizard does. B. 36 
(takes the bugs) ( ) 
Show me what brought the bugs. c. 37 
(the toad) ( ) 
Listen: THE LIZARD TAKES THE BUGS THE TOAD BRINGS. 
Say it • 
-- . 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Say: bug G. 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension 
(The m-inimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
(takeS) -
{bugs) 
(bringS}-
(bugy 
are under the line. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data _processing card. 
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Sentence Z 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Direct ions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE BOY FINDS THE HOLES THE TURTLE DIGS. 
Show me who finds the holes. A. 4Z 
(the boy).. ( ) 
Tell me what the boy finds. B. 43 
(the holes) ( ) 
Show me what digs the holes. c. 44 
(the turtle) ( ) 
Listen: THE BOY FINDS THE HOLES THE TURTLE DIGS • 
Say it~ 
»--~~--
E. -· 
F---------~~~------------~------------------
Say: dig G. . 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension. are 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & c. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. ni· E, 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 8 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE GIRL WANTS THE FISH THE BOY CATCHES. 
Show·me who wants the fish. A. 49 
(the girl) ( ) 
Show me what the girl wants. B. 50 (the fish) ( ) 
51 
Tell me how the boy gets the fish. ... c. ( ) 
(catches the fish) 
Listen: THE GIRL W~TS THE FISH THE BOY CATCHES • 
Say .,ll.! D. 52 
(wantS) ( ) 
E. 53 
(FISH) ( ) 
F. 54 
(catcheS) ( ) 
Say: fish G. 55 (fiSH) ( ) 1 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under the line. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. ·: 
2. Word components (sounds) expected ~recapitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
'" 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. ~J: ~': ,.;;f~ 
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Sentence 9 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE MOUSE WAS EATING THE CHEESE THE BOY BROUGHT. 
Show me what was eating the cheese. A. 56 
(the mouse) ( } 
Tell me what the mouse was doing~ B. 57 
(was eating) ( ) 
.Show me what the mouse was eating. c. 58 
(the cheese) ( ) 
Listen: THE MOUS~ WAS EATING THE CHEESE THE BOY BROUGHT. 
Say g! 59 
D. ( ) 
(WAS) 
60 
E. ( ) 
(eatiNG) 
61 
F. ( ) 
(BROUGHT) 
62 
Say: cheese G. ( ) 
(CHeese) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence 
(The minimal.response is underlined.) 
comprehension are under the line. 
A, B, & C. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
.~ 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. .·-.... :· 
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Sentence. __ ~l~O ____ _ 
Exa,mii1er: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE BOY IS TAKING THE BUTTERFLY THE GIRL WANTED. 
Show me who is taking the butterfly. A. 63 (the boy) ( ) 
64 
Tell me what the boy is doing. B. ( ) 
(taking the butterfly) 
Show me what the boy is taking. c. 65 
(the butterfly) ( ) 
Listen: THE BOY IS TAKING THE BUTTERFLY THE GIRL WANTED. 
Say it! 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Say: the G. 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
(IS) 
(takiNG) 
(wantED) 
(THe) 
are under the line. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 11 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE MONKEYS ARE EATING THE JAM THE MAN LEFT. 
Show me what is eating the jam. A. 70 . 
(the monkeys) ( ) 
71 
Tell me what the monkeys are.doing. B. ( . ) i 
(are eating the jam) 
Show me what the man left. c. 72 (the jam) ( ) 
Listen:. THE MONKEYS ARE EATING THE JAM THE MAN LEFT. 
Say it! D. 73 
(monkeyS) ( ) 
.... 
E. 74 ~) ( ) 
F. 75 ~u~ < ) 
Say: jam G. 76 (Jam) ( ) 
l: Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under the line. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. · 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 12 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE DOG IS NOT GOING TO GET THE BONES ~~ER THE GROUND. 
Show me what is not going to get the bones. A. 17 
(the dog) ( ) 
78 
Tell me where the bones are. B. ( ) 
(under the ground) 
Is the dog going to get the bones? c. 79 ~~ ( ) 
Listen: THE DOG IS NOT GOING TO GET THE BONES UNDER THE GROUND. 
sax it! D. 80 
(IS NOT) ( ) 
E. 81 
(goiNG) ( ) 
F. 82 
(boneS) ( ) 
Say: is G. • 83 
(iS) ( ) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under the lines. 
(the minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. -
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 13 
EY~miner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions) 
THE ROOSTERS ARE GOING TO GET THE CORN IN THE DISHES. 
Show me what is going to get the corn. 
Tell me what the roosters are doing. 
Show me what the roosters are going to get. 
Listen: THE ROOSTERS ARE GOING TO GET THE CORN IN THE DISHES. 
Say it! 
(Responses) (Mark if correct) 
84 
~~~~~------~----------< ) 
85 
--~--~---------------------< ) 
86 
~~~--------~---------< ) 
D·--~---.,...-:-:-:::;:;~-------~-
E·------~--~------------------------~-------
F ·----:-:-:--:~--------------
Say: going G·--------~--~-------------------------------
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension 
(The minL~al response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
~ 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 14 '1: 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Directions (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE BIRD SITTING THERE HAS LOST SOME FEATHERS. 
Show me what is sitting there. A. 91 
(the bird) ( ) 
Tell me if the bird is sitting here or there. B. 92 (~} ( ) 
93 
Tell me what happened to the bird. c. ( ) 
(lost some feathers) 
Listen: THE BIRD SITTING THERE HAS LOST SOME FEATHERS 
Say it! D. 94 
(sittiNG) ( ) 
E. 95 ~00~ ( ) 
F. 96 
(featherS) ( ) 
97 
Say: there G. ( ) 
(theRE) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under ·the line. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected .are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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Sentence 15 
Examiner: State the following to the child and record his response in the blanks. 
(Direct ions) (Responses) (Mark if correct) 
THE DOG STANDING HERE HAS BROUGHT THREE SHOES. 
Tell me what the dog is doing here. A. 98 (standing) ( ) 
Tell me what the dog has done. B. 99 (has brought) ( ) 
Show me what the dog has brought. c. 100 
(three shoes) ( ) 
Listen: THE DOG STANDING HERE HAS BROUGHT THREE SHOES. 
Say it! 101 
D. ( ) 
(standiNG) 
102 
E. ( ) 
(HAS) 
103 
F. ( ) 
(shoeS) 
104 
Say: three G1 ( ) 
(THree) 
1. Vocabulary items that indicate sentence comprehension are under the line. 
(The minimal response is underlined.) A, B, & C. 
2. Word components (sounds) expected are capitalized. D, E, F, & G. 
3. The numbered brackets correspond with the data processing card. 
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SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION 
I. ~1 .,Command Comprehension 1-10, (alternate for child 
j who does not respond verbally) 
1. Come here 
2. Sit dovm 
3. Stand up 
4. Go to the door 
5. Open the door 
6. P~int to the light 
7-.- --Come back to the chair 
8. Walk around the table. 
9. Put the toy under the table. 
10. Put the toy on the table. 
11. Pitch 
12. Rate 
13. Volume 
14. Eye contact 
15. Gestures 
Rating of Intelligibility (check one) 
16. Readily intelligible 
Intelligible if listener knows topic 
Single words intelligible now & then 
Completely unintelligible 
No verbal communication 
Dialect Spoken (check one) 
17. Afro-American 
Anglo-American 
·\:~:~an-American 
Oriental-American 
_____ ._· '_.-.__._!..__. 
Yes 
1 
Low 
Slow 
Soft 
None 
Few 
No 
3 4 .5 
__ lUgh 
__ }"ast 
____ Loud 
__ Much 
__ Many 
---------
---------------,...., 
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Subjective Evaluation (Con't) 
Child's Response to Inventoty 1 2 3 4 5 
18. Ability. to repeat items Good Poor 
19. Attention to test 
20. Willingness to talk 
21. Quickness in repeating 
22. Body control 
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APPENDIX B 
The following are sample presentations based upon the four areas of de• 
tecting linguistic skills cited in Jacobs, 1968. Neither age nor grade 
level have been determined for tllese presentations, as they are represen• 
tative only of a possible format. 
1. "the ability to distinguish between the grammatical and ungrammatical 
strings of a potentially infinite set of utterances," (Jacobs, 1968) 
Purpose: To determine linguistic competence by observing a child's 
selection of grauunatical f'tom ungranunatical sentences. 
Materials: Tokens, 11M and M Candies", paper strips, play money. any 
symbol of reward. 
Procedure: Place the reward itema on the table by the child, and say, 
Note: 
"I am going to tell you a sentence, when it sounds like this: 
"'l'hepoy ate_th~ cookie." 
Tell me that it sounds right.--(Use any word to signify 
You are right. You keep positive response to the 
the correctly produced sentence.) 
(reward) 
Now, when what I say sounds like this: 
"Eating_the 'Pox the cookie," 
It sounds 'mixed up. Tell nte that it is mixed up. 
You are right! You keep the " 
· !irawatd) 
After the child knows the distinction you are making between 
the sentences, begin the gam<-! using other sentences. 
If the child makes an incorrect response, take one of tbe 
rewards from his stock pile. This gives immediate confi~a­
tion on his progress in the activity. 
--
~ 
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2. "the ability to interpret certain grammatical string$ even though 
elements of the interpretation may not be physically present in the 
string," (Jacobs, 1968) 
Purpose:· To·· detet'llline ltngUistia. competence by observing a child's 
ability to interpret.senten.ces prod~ced with.gran:nna.tical. 
deletions. · · · · · 
Materials : Pictures or objects, 
Procedure: Teacher: (Place the' picture before the child.) 
Note: 
Child: 
"I·atn going to tell you about· the picture~" 
"Tb:e scissors cut; t}le paper .• r. 
. . - . 
Now I am going . ,to tell you again but aometh:tng is 
going to be missing. , 
"ll,l.pt, ~~~~,sor$, .~Jl¢, nai?.~t· If 
"What :ls missing?11 
cut. or some utterance w:f.t:h reference to cut .. 
Teacher: "Good talkingl" "You knew what was missing," 
"The missing word was cut." 
-
lf the child m:f.sses the respon.se, ,give the complete stimulus 
sentence again ~afore asking the child to respond. 
You may choose to give a tangible reward along with verbal 
praise for further reinforcement of·the verbal praise. 
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3. "the ability to perceive ambiguity in a gramaatical string," 
(Jacobs, 1968) , 
Purpose: .. To determine linguistic competence by observing a ehild•s 
identification of ambiguous sentences. 
Materials: Pictures or real objects. 
, . . . 
Procedure: Teacher: (Place the picture before the child). 
":t am going to tell you something ... 
"~ir,thdaz cakes~ ,are fo;(. birthdays. tt ' 
"Say 1t. 11 
Note; 
Child: "Birthday cakes are for·b:trthdays." 
Teacher; 11What does~ that mean?" 
Response is. in narrative form• From the content 
of the utterance, judgetnent can be made as to t:he 
child's :tdentifi~ation of ambiguity. 
Try the same ac:.tiyity w.:l.thout the pictures to. see what 
additional clues the child :ts gaining from the· visual 'stimuli. 
--:' 
-------;-j 
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4.. "the ability to perceive when two or more strings are synonymous," 
. (Jacobs. 1968) 
Purpose: To determine linguistic competence by observing a child's 
identifieation of ambiguous sentences. 
Materials: Pile of chips, tokens or reward symbols. 
Procedure: Pt"eliminary explorati()n of the child's skills in discrimina-
tion is necessary. He must first of all understand the 
coneepts of "same" and "not the same". 
The next step is to explain that two different ways of say-
ing somethi.ng may carry the same meaning in terms of . 
resulting behavior. 
Teacher: "I am going to say two aentences.n "Tell me 
if they tell you to do the same thing or two 
different things,u 
"'X.~~e th~ ,1:~1& J?.a;J..~·" 
"Take the. ball that is not small." 
Guide the child to the diseovery that they are 
synonymous aets. The child keeps his ·---"'r'"---=~­(reward) 
(The use of reward gives both immediate 
confirmation and reward simultaneously.) 
Teacher: 11Mama bought )2o;ecorn at the .stp,re." 
"~ma sot E!()me J?.OJ2Cprn. ·at .tp,e, Store." 
Teacher: 
Guide the child to determine the act was the same. 
Reward for the discovery. 
' ' 
"Jenp.if,e,r an~ Cindt plate.d ;l.n th(:l xa.rci. It 
"Jenn:U!er an,d Cindy did not go. out of the, house." 
Guide the child to determine the acts were 
different.. Reward. · 
